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Abstract

Tube hydroforming process is an advanced manufacturing technology for
complex thin-walled tubular components applied in the aerospace, aviation
and automotive industries. The fluid medium is used as a pressure source
to deform tubular materials into the desired shape in this process. Finite
element model is a popular method to describe and analyze this innovative
process. A successful tube hydroforming operation and reliable finite ele-
ment simulation depend heavily on the accurate characterization of mechan-
ical properties of the incoming tubular materials. As a result, it is critical to
determine these material parameters utilizing suitable experimental tests and
evaluation procedures.

This thesis presents the development of an automatic inverse parame-
ter identification framework combining finite element models with gradient-
based algorithms and its utilization in determining material parameters for
thin-walled metallic tubes. The main principle of the inverse framework is
the minimization of the objective function defined as the least square er-
ror between simulated results and experimental observations. Finite element
methods are used to describe and analyze the experimental testing process
and gradient-based optimization techniques adjust the input material param-
eters in the model until the calculated results have a good agreement with the
experimental measurements.

The feasibility and performance of this proposed inverse framework are
demonstrated through applying it to different tube hydraulic bulge tests with
fixed and forced end-conditions to identify the flow stress data of thin-walled
aluminium tubes. The bulge height, axial compressive force and pole thick-
ness are measured during the experiment and input into the inverse strategy.
Based on the obtained material values, finite element simulated models of
hydroforming processes are established and used to predict the shape prop-
erties of final products. The comparison between simulated predictions and
experimental data shows that the developed inverse strategy provide a ro-
bust and effective method to determine material properties for thin-walled
metallic tubes.

Furthermore, a theoretical analysis is integrated into the inverse frame-
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work, and the two are recombined into a hybrid strategy to avoid local min-
imums in the parameter identification process. The new strategy is tested
by the experimental data from fixed and forced tube hydraulic bulge tests.
As a result of this research, it is possible to conclude that the novel hybrid
strategy does not depend heavily on the initial points and can improve the
computation robustness and identify more accurate constitutive parameters
for tubular materials.



Resumé

Tube hydroformingsproces er en avanceret fremstillingsteknologi til kom-
plekse tyndvæggede rørformede komponenter, der anvendes inden for rum-,
luftfarts- og bilindustrien. Væskemediet bruges som en trykkilde til at de-
formere rørformede materialer til den ønskede form i denne proces. Endeligt
element model er en populær metode til at beskrive og analysere denne inno-
vative proces. En vellykket rørhydroformningsoperation og pålidelig simu-
lering af endelige elementer afhænger i høj grad af den nøjagtige karakteriser-
ing af de indkommende rørformede materialers mekaniske egenskaber. Som
et resultat er det afgørende at bestemme disse materialeparametre ved hjælp
af egnede eksperimentelle test og evalueringsprocedurer.

Denne afhandling præsenterer udviklingen af en automatisk invers pa-
rameter identifikationsramme, der kombinerer finite element modeller med
gradientbaserede algoritmer og dens anvendelse til at bestemme materiale
parametre for tyndvæggede metalrør. Hovedprincippet for den inverse ramme
er minimering af den objektive funktion defineret som den mindst kvadratiske
fejl mellem simulerede resultater og eksperimentelle observationer. Endelige
elementmetoder bruges til at beskrive og analysere den eksperimentelle test-
proces, og gradientbaserede optimeringsteknikker justerer input materiale
parametrene i modellen, indtil de beregnede resultater har en god overensstem-
melse med de eksperimentelle målinger.

Gennemførligheden og ydeevnen af denne foreslåede omvendte ramme
demonstreres ved at anvende den på forskellige rørhydrauliske udbulning-
stest med faste og tvungne endebetingelser for at identificere strømspænd-
ingsdata for tyndvæggede aluminiumsrør. Bulehøjden, den aksiale tryk-
styrke og poltykkelsen måles under forsøget og input til den inverse strategi.
Baseret på de opnåede materialeværdier etableres finite element simulerede
modeller af hydroformningsprocesser og bruges til at forudsige formegensk-
aberne for slutprodukter. Sammenligningen mellem simulerede forudsigelser
og eksperimentelle data viser, at den udviklede inverse strategi giver en ro-
bust og effektiv metode til at bestemme materialegenskaber for tyndvæggede
metalliske rør.

Endvidere er en teoretisk analyse integreret i den omvendte ramme for
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at danne en hybrid strategi for at undgå lokale minimumsværdier i param-
eteridentifikationsprocessen. Den nye strategi er testet af de eksperimentelle
data fra faste og tvungne rørhydrauliske buletests. Som et resultat af denne
forskning er det muligt at konkludere, at den nye hybridstrategi ikke er
stærkt afhængig af de indledende punkter og kan forbedre beregnings robus-
theden og identificere mere præcise konstituerende parametre for rørformede
materialer.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter covers the project and scientific background of this thesis. Research
methodology and motivation are also briefly discussed in this chapter, and finally the
thesis overview is listed.

1.1 Industrial background

(a) (b)

(d)(c)

Figure. 1.1. Example of complex shaped tubular components applied in industry: (a) chassis
engine cradle, (b) integrated part with five branches, (c) bicycle frame rail, and (d) exhaust
system component [1, 2].

Tube hydroforming is an advanced modern manufacturing technology
which can be used to form a variety of complex shaped thin-walled com-
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Chapter 1. Introduction

ponents [1], as shown in Fig. 1.1. Compared with the conventional forming
technique, it can not only reduce the complexity and cost of tooling sets,
but also improve the dimensional tolerance and surface finish of the prod-
uct [3–5]. Therefore, hydroformed tubular components are widely applied in
the automotive, aerospace and aviation industries [6–9].

(a) (b)

(d)(c)

Figure. 1.2. Process sequence in tube hydroforming process: (a) installation and positioning, (b)
clamping and filling medium, (c) part forming, and (d) relieve fluid pressures and obtain the
final component [5].

Fig. 1.2 presents a schematic diagram of a typical tube hydroforming pro-
cess. In this process, a tubular metal is formed into a die cavity of the spec-
ified shape under the internal fluid pressure with or without axial compres-
sive forces [10]. Different types of hydroformed components, see Fig. 1.3, can
be manufactured by changing the die shape and process control parameters,
in which the latter one depends on loading paths, i.e., the combination of
axial feeds and hydraulic internal pressures.

Axial feeds: Adjust the axial displacement and punch velocity to improve
tubes’ formability but excessive or rapid axial feeds may cause wrin-
kling or buckling of workpieces.

Internal pressures: Push the tube wall into the die cavity to avoid wrinkles
but excessively high fluid pressures may lead to the bursting of tubular
samples at early forming stage.

A stable hydroforming process and desired tubular finished products de-
pends heavily on the information of the hydraulic press and its control sys-
tem, raw material properties and tribological conditions. Among them, the

2



1.1. Industrial background

Figure. 1.3. Different hydroformed tubular components manufactured at Aalborg University.

tubular material characteristic, such as yield and tensile strength, anisotropy
value, hardening exponent and so on, are the most fundamental knowledge
for engineers in the actual industrial production [11–13]. It provides the ba-
sics for choosing the suitable tools under the maximum forming force of the
machine and has a significant impact on final qualities of hydroformed com-
ponents, so material mechanical properties must be identified before process
development stage [14, 15].

On the other hand, numerical simulation technologies have presented
strong superiority and potential in exploring new insights and predicting
the outcome of real metal forming processes [16], especially the application
of finite element(FE) methods in tube hydroforming processes. From simple
axisymmetric parts to complex shaped components, from an one-step form-
ing process to the entire production chain, from manual trial and error to
intelligent optimization of simulations, a significant advance of FE modelling
technique is made and it has successfully help researchers and engineers to
determine the optimum process parameters and predict the material flow and
final product while avoiding the wrinkling and bursting, which means that
process development time and product cost can be reduced and production
efficiency will be improved [17]. However, one prerequisite of the reliable
prediction results from FE simulations is the more accurate input parameters
of tubular material properties.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.2 Research motivation

As mentioned above, tube hydroforming process is an advanced lightweight
manufacturing technique widely used in the automotive industry, and the FE
method based on computer simulations has become a necessary modelling
and design tool for hydroforming processes in the scientific research and
actual production. However, a successful tube hydroforming process and
its corresponding reliable FE model depend heavily on the accurate input
material parameters. Any errors caused by inappropriate experimental char-
acterization tests and inaccurate post-processing procedure for experimental
database can lead to undesired products and erroneous outcomes from FE
simulations. Therefore, the initial problem of this research is proposed as:

1) How to characterize mechanical properties of tubular materials for
hydroforming processes?

2) What is the most accurate mathematical model for post-processing
experimental data?

To solve these proposed initial problems with broad scope, a detail state of
the art for this topic will be summarized and analyzed. Then several research
questions and hypotheses are given by the analysis of present situation. Each
research hypothesis will be investigated and verified by the physical experi-
ments and numerical simulations. Furthermore, if one of the assumptions is
proved to be correct, the scientific contributions will be published in suitable
journals and conferences after peer evaluations.

1.3 Thesis outline

This thesis consists of seven chapters which describe the project background,
state of the art, research questions and hypotheses, experimental results and
future work in detail.

Chapter 1—Introduction
This chapter presents the industrial background of tube hydroforming

processes and corresponding computer simulations. The research motivation
and methodology of this thesis are also described in this chapter where the
includes the overview of the thesis.

Chapter 2—State of the art
This chapter discusses the state of the art of different experimental charac-

terization tests for tubular materials and various of parameter identification
strategies including the analytical model and inverse modelling technique.
The advantages and drawbacks of these testing methods and post-processing
procedures are summarized to propose the work objectives.

Chapter 3—Objectives of the study

4



1.3. Thesis outline

This chapter lists the thesis scope and research objectives based on the
analysis of the present situation for mechanical properties characterization.
The research questions and corresponding hypotheses are also defined in this
chapter.

Chapter 4—Paper I
This chapter describes a novel inverse strategy to determine the consti-

tutive parameters of tubular materials using the experimental database from
the hydraulic bulge test with fixed end-conditions. The performance of this
proposed scheme is validated by the comparison of identified parameter from
inverse models and other classical analytical models.

Chapter 5—Paper II
This chapter introduces an innovative T-shape tube hydraulic bulge test

under axial feeding force to characterize the mechanical properties of thin-
walled tubes at the large strain range. The developed inverse scheme in
Chapter 4 is extended to post-processing the obtained experimental data from
tube hydraulic bulging text with forced end-conditions.

Chapter 6—Paper III
This chapter presents a hybrid approach combining the analysis model

and inverse modelling scheme to avoid local minimum pitfalls in the classical
inverse parameter strategy and improve results accuracy. This method is
examined by two types of hydraulic bulge test with fixed and forced end-
conditions.

Chapter 7—Conclusions
This chapter contains the summary of each published journal paper and

the author’s contributions to the science community. It also describes the
future research work of this topic.

Appendix A
Four classical gradient-based optimization algorithms for nonlinear least

squares problems are built and a relatively large set of testing functions have
been defined to measure their reliability and efficiency.

Appendix B
The source code of the developed automatic optimization framework us-

ing Python programming language is presented in part and the hardware
basics are briefly introduced.

Appendix C
A two-stage sheet hydroforming process to form a cylindrical cup having

small radii is designed, and the developed automatic optimization framework
is used to determine the optimal preform geometry at the first stage.
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Chapter 2

State of the art

This chapter provides the comprehensive literature review of existing experimental
characterization methods and modelling of testing results for the identification of me-
chanical properties of tubular materials. Firstly the present research situation of four
types of testing methods are reviewed and then two different parameter identifica-
tion strategies to post-processing materials testing responses are described. Lastly a
summary of the state of the art is given at the end of this chapter.

2.1 Review of experimental characterization method

For tubular metals, the material response in the deformation-based process
shows different phenomena, such as grain growth, phase transformation, re-
sistance to corrosion and plastic deformation, surface hardness and rough-
ness, formability and so on, from microscopic and macroscopic perspec-
tives [18]. It is impossible to characterize all material behavior using the
experimental testing and modelling methods since it is too complicated. The
resistance to plastic deformation, i.e., the flow stress of tubular materials is
only considered as the most simple and important aspect because it is a nec-
essary condition to evaluate the feasibility of the forming process [19] and
describe the performance of the final product using FE simulations [20].

Several different experimental testing methods have been utilized in the
characterization of mechanical properties of tubular metals, whose tests are
dedicated to approaching or reproducing the deformation conditions in the
real forming processes. The simplest and most commonly used method is
the uniaxial tensile test, where the first category is the tension test of the
full-size tube. In the experiment, both ends of the specimen are inserted into
cylindrical bars to ensure stable uniaxial experimental conditions but this
test is restrictive to only applied in the initial tubes with a small range of
sizes [21, 22].

7



Chapter 2. State of the art

(a) (b)

Figure. 2.1. Tensile samples taken from the initial thin-walled tubes: (a) schematic diagram and
(b) real specimen.

In the second type of testing method, tensile samples are cut from the ini-
tial thin-walled tubes along the longitudinal direction at different locations
of 0◦, 90◦, 180◦, 270◦ circumferential positions [23, 24]. Fig. 2.1 illustrates
the tensile specimens cut from the thin-walled tubes following the require-
ments of ASTM E8 standard [25]. From testing results, the yield and ultimate
tensile strength, stress-strain curve and formability limits of tubular mate-
rials can be obtained [26]. However, the two types of uniaxial tensile tests
described above only characterize the mechanical properties along the longi-
tudinal direction [27].

Figure. 2.2. Schematic diagram of the experimental fixture for ring hoop tensile test [28].

The flow stress curve of thin-walled metal tubes in the circumferential di-
rection needs to be determined when the material exhibits strong anisotropy

8



2.1. Review of experimental characterization method

or the main deformation occurs at the transverse position in the hydroform-
ing process. Therefore, Wang et al. [28] develop the ring hoop tension test
to determine the transverse stress-strain curve of tubular materials, in which
an assembly combining the ring specimen with a pair of D-shaped blocks
is stretched by a universal tensile system. Fig. 2.2 illustrates the schematic
diagram of the experimental fixture for ring hoop tensile test. Later this test
has been performed on a wide range of tubular materials [29–34]. Neverthe-
less, the friction between the ring specimen and D-shaped blocks has a effect
on the measured load and change determined stress-strain curve. Some at-
tempts have been made to address this issue, such as the lubrication [32, 35],
new mechanical design [31, 36], but it does reduce the accuracy and reliability
of the obtained to some extent.

F
F

(a) (b)

Figure. 2.3. Tube compression tests: (a) lateral direction and (b) longitudinal direction.

In addition, the true strain in real forming operations can easily reach
1.0 or greater and the strain level in the uniaxial or hoop tensile test cov-
ers a small range between 0.1 to 0.3 because of the local necking of testing
samples [37]. As a result, the tension testing method can not provide the
sufficient stress-strain data for the performance evaluation of final products
in process simulations, and data extrapolation is required, which may lead
to prediction errors with actual results. In order to address this issue, many
investigations on different compression tests have been proposed. Fig. 2.3
illustrates the schematic diagram of two common distinct types of physical
compression test for tubular materials.

According to some published research [19, 27], the equivalent strain value
in the compression test can approach 0.7, which is significantly higher than
the value in the tensile experiment. Nemat-Alla et al. [38] use the lateral
compression test earlier to determine the transverse mechanical properties of
tubular materials for hydroforming processes. In the experiments, a circular
metal tube is placed on the base and compressed laterally by a rigid flatten
punch, as shown in Fig. 2.3 (a). Then the recorded load-deflection curve will
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Chapter 2. State of the art

be translated into the stress-strain data. Based on this research, later scientists
extend this method to a variety of tubular materials and more complex con-
stitutive models [39–43]. The contact interface area between the workpiece
and flatted punches, on the other hand, is growing during the experiment.
Friction force will have a great influence on the quality of the identified flow
stress curve, which is difficult to avoid.

Another experimental characterization method to determine mechanical
properties of tubular materials is the axial compression test, as presented in
Fig. 2.3 (b). In this test, the identical experimental setup as the lateral com-
pression test can be employed but the position of the workpiece is adapted
from its center axis parallel to perpendicular to the flatting punch plate [44,
45]. However, axial compression tests can eliminate the influence of the sig-
nificant friction force between the workpieces and dies in lateral compression
tests, but the inherent buckling behavior in axial compression test can easily
cause the experiment to become unstable and limit the strain value to a low
level [46–48]. In summary, whether it is axial or lateral compression tests,
they can evaluate the mechanical behavior of tubular materials at the larger
strain scope compared with the tensile test but only along a certain direction.
In this text, a more appropriate testing method needs to be developed.

Internal pressure

Deformed tubeLocking gasket

Figure. 2.4. Schematic diagram of tube hydraulic bulge test.

Tube hydraulic bulge tests combine the benefits of tensile and compres-
sion testing methods, which can be used to evaluate the comprehensive me-
chanical characteristics under complex loading conditions, with the advan-
tage that is closer to actual hydroforming processes. Fig. 2.4 presents a typ-
ical schematic diagram of tube hydraulic bulge test. In this test, the tubular
sample is expanded by the internal fluid pressure with or without the ax-
ial compressive force and the corresponding stress state of biaxial tension or
tension-compression will appear the surface of tested specimens. Then the
flow stress curve under different loading paths can be determined based on
the measured experimental data.

According to different types of end-conditions of tubular specimens, the
hydraulic bulge test can be categorized into free, fixed, forced bulging tests [49].
Many investigations on free and fixed hydro-bulging tests have been re-
ported, which mainly involves the design of experimental setups and the
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2.1. Review of experimental characterization method

implementation of testing methods. To the author’s knowledge, Woo and
Hawkes [50–52] are the pioneers who utilize the bulging test to determine
stress-strain characteristics of metal tubes. This research result indicates that
small strains can be obtained when only the internal fluid pressure is used
and axial feeding force can produce the stress-strain data with a larger strain
scope.

A milestone progress has been made by Fuchizawa et al. [53] who design
and build a special hydraulic apparatus to perform the bulging test, in which
one end of tubular specimen can move freely along the axial direction, and
the other end is fixed. Three position sensors are installed to measure the
bulge height and the radius of meridional curvatures online. Although the
precision of the experimental data collected by this apparatus is excellent, the
complexity and expense of this device are increased by the use of multiple
sets of sensors. Based on this machine, a similar conclusion is made that the
bulging test is more suitable to characterize mechanical properties of tubu-
lar materials compared with the longitudinal uniaxial tensile test, with the
advantage of larger strains and closer stress state.

Figure. 2.5. Tube hydraulic testing setup developed by Hwang et al [54].

At the Engineering Research Center of Ohio State University, Altan et
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Chapter 2. State of the art

al. [55–57] develop the standalone experimental setup where both ends of
metal tubes can be fixed by the sealing urethane plug and tubular specimens
are expanded under biaxial tension stress state. Based on the similar design
concepts, a hydraulic machine, as shown in Fig. 2.5, which can implement
tube bulging test with fixed end-conditions, is manufactured by Hwang et
al. [54, 58–60], and the expanding diameter, internal fluid pressure and wall
thickness at the tube center should be measured during the experiment. They
use this recorded data to evaluate the flow stress curve, forming limit dia-
gram of various tubular materials. But the strong friction between the tube
and dies may have an influence on the formability of tubular component
and lead to the failure of the sealing system, especially under high pressure
bulging conditions.

1-tube 2-binding bolt 3-packing gasket 4-supporting die

5-urethane plug 6-lock nut 7-plain washer 8-urethane ring 

9-pillar washer

(a)                               (b) 

Figure. 2.6. Two type of tube hydraulic bulge test using Yang’s setup: (a) fixed end and (b) free
end [61].

A simple and economical testing device is built at Fllice’s laboratory [62],
which does not use an external hydraulic system as a pressure source and can
generate high internal pressures through the axial displacement of the punch.
However, different shaped dies needs to be made in order to adapt the metal
tubes with various diameters. Yang et al. [61, 63] improve this setup with a
more sophisticated mechanical design and this machine can realize free or
fixed bulge forming test by changing the shape and material of the sealing
ring, as shown in Fig. 2.6. This type of equipment has one common advantage
of not relying on complicated hydraulic circuits and having cheaper tooling
costs, but it consumes more expensive sealing materials.

12



2.1. Review of experimental characterization method

Figure. 2.7. Two different sealing principle: (a) fixed end-condition and (b) forced end-condition.

In order to address this issue, another approach to achieve hydraulic
bulging test with the fixed end-condition is to employ the conical shaped
punch. Fig. 2.7 (a) illustrates the structure and principle of this kind of seal-
ing part. As shown in this Figure, the two ends of tubular specimens are
deformed into a cone with a sharp angle during the forming process, which
can avoid the leakage of the internal fluid and lock the workpiece. Many
investigations have embraced this design concept because of its simplicity
and effectiveness, as indicted by Bortot et al. [64, 65], Boudeau et al. [66–68]
and later by Khalfallah et al. [69, 70] and by He et al. [71, 72]. Furthermore,
Kuwabara et al. [73–75] develop a multiaxial tube bulging machine where the
axial tensile force can be applied to both ends of the metal tube by two hy-
draulic cylinders and achieve arbitrary stress or strain path on samples. The
obtained experimental data has been successfully applied to the calibration
of the anisotropic yield function of tubular materials.

As previously stated, much work have been made to focus on the de-
velopment of the experimental equipment and procedures for free and fixed
hydraulic bulging tests where the tested tubes deform under the biaxial ten-
sion stress state. It should be noted that the tension-compression stress state
dominates the loading path during actual tube hydroforming processes [76].
However, limited efforts are paid on hydraulic bulge tests with the axial com-
pressive force which can characterize mechanical properties of tubular ma-
terials under the tension-compression stress state at a larger strain range.
Korkolis et al. [77–79] investigate the yield and failure behavior of under
combined internal fluid pressures and axial compressive forces using a self-
designed experimental setup. Despite the fact that this study involves the
properties characterization under tension-compression stress state, the ratio
of the longitudinal stress component to the circumferential stress component
is so small that the real tube hydroforming conditions can not be replicated.

A significant progress has recently been made by Wang et al. [80] who
design and develop an advanced multiaxial compression-internal pressure
bulging machine referred to Kuwabara et al. [73]. This setup applies a mod-
ified control model and the advanced digital image correlation technique
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which can improve control precision for the ratio of axial compressive stress
to hoop tension stress and obtain more accurate experimental results. A se-
ries of studies [81–84] on evaluating the yield function and forming limit
diagrams under the large ratio of the tensile to compressive stress for sev-
eral different tubular materials are performed on this machine. However,
isotropic material plastic flow behaviors are not considered in these studies.

In summary, different testing methods are reviewed in this section and
hydraulic bulge tests are considered as the suitable method to identify ma-
terial mechanical parameters for hydroforming processes. However, most
published studies focus on the fixed or free hydro-bulging tests where the
effective strain is at a rather low level, thereby the first research question is
proposed as following:

1) which testing method can characterize mechanical properties of tubular materials
at a larger strain scope?

2.2 Review of parameter identification strategy

A parameter identification strategy must be developed to analyze the col-
lected testing data and determine corresponding material constitutive param-
eters after the physical experimental characterization. According to various
modelling techniques for testing processes, such as empirical, theoretical or
semianalytical, numerical methods and so on, there are basically several dif-
ferent identification schemes which can be chosen as the post-processing pro-
cedures [85]. For hydraulic bulge tests, the widely utilized methods are the
analytical approach and inverse modelling technique and a comprehensive
research advancement and in-depth discussion for them will be elaborated in
this section.

(a) (b)

Figure. 2.8. Final shapes of tested tubes after hydraulic bulge process.
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2.2. Review of parameter identification strategy

2.2.1 Analytical model

Many theoretical models have been developed to determine the flow stress
curve of tubular materials based on the hydraulic bulge test [86]. Except for
the end-condition at both ends of tested tubes, the type of the final shape
of tested workpieces has a great impact on the model selection. Fig. 2.8
illustrates two final shapes of tested tubes after hydraulic bulge process, in
which 2.8 (a) presents a rotationally symmetrical tubular component while 2.8
(b) is the bulged component with the T-branch. In the hydraulic bulge test of
the former shape part, the slab method has turn out to be simple and effective
technique to modelling this process [87].
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Figure. 2.9. Stress state of a small element at tube pole area.

The analysis of tube hydraulic bulging process using the slab method is
based on the membrane theory where the ratio of tube wall thickness to its
diameter is so small that the stress through the wall direction can be ne-
glected [58]. The deformation of a small area at the tube center are consider
as the plane stress state, as presented in Fig. 2.9. Therefore, the force equilib-
rium equation at the middle of the thin-walled tube can be written as:

σθ

rθ
+

σϕ

rϕ
=

P
t

(2.1)

σϕ =
Prθ

2t
− Faxial

2πrθt
(2.2)

The above equations 2.1 and 2.2 lay the foundation to calculate the circum-
ferential and longitudinal stress components and fit the flow stress curve,
which are first derived by Woo et al [50] and then used in many stud-
ies [23, 56, 66, 88–93]. Fuchizawa et al. [53] improve this stress model by
taking into account the wall thickness of metal tubes, and following re-
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searchers [54, 55, 58, 59, 63, 71, 72, 81, 87, 94–100] recommend this new for-
mula because it is more in line with the actual situation.

Obviously, no matter in which formula to calculate the stress component
proposed by Woo [50] or Fuchizawa [53], the internal pressure, expanding
diameter, axial feeding force if necessary, meridional curve radius and pole
thickness are required where the first three indicators are easy to record
online in the experiment. The difficult task is to measure the meridional
curve radius and pole thickness and many efforts have been made. For the
pole thickness, ultrasonic sensors are placed directly above the middle of the
tested metal tube to measure the wall thickness online while measured values
may be affected by the internal medium and bulged profile [53, 101]. Hwang
et al. [54, 58, 59] develop a self-designed dial-gauge but it can only be applied
to a given length of tested tubes and has poor flexibility. He et al. [71, 72]
propose a linear model which simply requires the thickness of the original
and ultimate bulged tubes and can predict the pole thickness at different
bulged stages. However, its application is limited to hydraulic bulging tests
with fixed end-conditions. Bortot et al. [64] bulge multiple tubular sample at
different pressure levels and then cut them at the middle of tubes to measure
the pole thickness along four circumferential locations, which further reduces
the influence of the difference in the performance of original metal tubes.

Figure. 2.10. Tested tubes using DIC technique: (1) original tube, (2)(3) tube with spray, and (4)
bulged tube [92].

For the measurement of meridional curvature radii of the tube profile at
the bulging area, Yang et al. [63] develop a strategy integrating mathematical
methods with physical measurement techniques, where the expanding diam-
eter at internals along the longitudinal direction is recorded during multiple
bugling stages and obtained values are used to fit the spline function describ-
ing the profile shape. However, repetitive and huge amount of experimental
operations are a serious challenge. In order to overcome these difficulties,
they later adopt more advanced digital image correlation(DIC) system which
can automatically capture coordinate points of any position on the bulged
zone and obtain the profile shape online [92, 100, 102, 103], although DIC
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2.2. Review of parameter identification strategy

technique requires tedious preparation for tested tubes, as shown in Fig. 2.10,
and is still a highly expensive and demanding method [101].

Alternatively, another approach is the geometrical assumption method
where the profile curve at the bulged region is considered to be a basic geo-
metrical shape to prevent direct contact measurement of the axial meridional
radius. For instance, Fuchizawa et al. [53] assume the deformation zone as a
circular arc and three displacement transducers are used to generate data and
fit the curve function. In subsequent research, this concept is continued to be
adopted and more distinct types of curve hypotheses are employed, includ-
ing as the elliptical curve [54, 58, 59, 71, 88, 98], cosine function [57, 97, 101],
and two arcs of circumference [66, 67]. Although using this geometrical as-
sumption may diminish the accuracy of the analytical model, it also reduces
the equipment’s complexity and expense.
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Figure. 2.11. Geometrical parameters of the meridional profile at the bulged region.

In terms of the strain calculation, several key geometric parameters of
the shape profile are presented in Fig. 2.11. Therefore, corresponding strain
components in the radial, circumferential and longitudinal direction can be
derived, according to the definition of logarithmic strain and volume con-
stancy law, as following [53, 54]:

εt = ln (
t
t0
) (2.3)

εθ = ln (
R
R0

) (2.4)

εϕ = −(εt + εθ) (2.5)

Then the flow stress curve of tested tubular materials can be determined
based on the equations from 2.1 to 2.5. When an appropriate hardening
model which represents a mathematical explicit function to describe the stress-
strain relationship, such as the Hollomon’s law or Voce’s law [104], is se-
lected, and the essential material coefficients in this model could be fitted
using the obtained stress-strain data.

Until now, the theoretical analysis described above, i.e., the slab method, is
widely used to model hydraulic bulge processes of rotationally symmetrical
tubular samples. It is worth noting that one drawback of this methodology
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is that the stress and strain are assessed separately and plastic stress-strain
relationships are not introduced. In addition, the applied hypothesis in equa-
tion 2.2 in which the longitudinal stress component is approximated under
the situation where the tube and dies are assumed as the integrated object
is questioned [64], which may result in a significant difference between the
calculated and real results. As a result, one option is to calculate the axial
stress component and eliminate these controversial assumptions using the
total strain theory. This proposed hypothesis will be validated in this thesis.

Internal 
pressure

Mechanical sensor

Die

Axial force
Punch

Tubular metal

Figure. 2.12. T-shape hydraulic bulge test with forced end-conditions.

In T-shape hydraulic bulge tests with forced end-conditions, a straight
tubular sample is expanded into T-shape die cavity under the internal pres-
sure and axial compressive forces as depicted in Fig. 2.12. Because of the
more complicated boundary conditions and unequal deformation, the classi-
cal slab method has great limitations in the analysis of this bulging process.
The energy principle opens up novel possibilities where an optimal solution
can be discovered among a wide variety of feasible alternatives instead of a
rigorous closed solution [105]. Few studies are available to model and anal-
yse hydro-bulging processes of tubular component with T-shape branches.
Strano et al. [57] develop an inverse approach based on the energy balance
principle to identify the flow stress data of 304 stainless steel seamless tubes,
however it is only limited to fixed bulging test of axisymmetric tubular spec-
imens.

In addition, Hartl et al. [85] give an analytical solution to estimate the ax-
ial compressive force required for T-shaped tube hydro-bulging deformation
using the plastic mechanics but the used assumption where the tube wall
thickness in the axial, radial and hoop direction is uniform during the pro-
cess presents too much idealization. A substantial progress has been made
by Moreira Filho et al. [106–110] who conduct a number of research on how
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to evaluate and analyze the process parameters in T-shape tube forming ap-
plying the upper bound method in the energy theory. The predicted results
using their developed model are in good agreement with the experiment but
the pressure medium used in their tests is the elastomer instead of fluid. As
a result, the following research question arises:

How to describe and analyse T-shape hydraulic bulge tests under axial compres-
sive forces?

2.2.2 Inverse modelling technique

Compared with the direct approach, i.e., the analytical model described in
Section 2.2.1, inverse modelling technique is a more advanced parameter
identification strategy because it avoids the utilization of usual mechanical
and geometrical assumptions in theoretical analysis [111–113]. This inverse
scheme seamlessly integrates FE modelling with optimization algorithms and
can realize automatic determination of material constitutive parameters. The
fundamental principle behind it is to fit the experimental data using the nu-
merical results from FE models. In the fitting process, the objective function
which is calculated based on the gap between experimental and numerical
data is minimized iteratively by adjusting the input values of material co-
efficients. When the best match between FE simulated predictions and ex-
perimental results is made, the final optimal solution is determined. Fig. 2.13
illustrates the flow chart of inverse modelling techniques applied on the iden-
tification of material constitutive parameters.

According to the author’s expertise, Distéfano [114] is the pioneer in
proposing and implementing inverse schemes for determining material be-
haviors of linear viscoelastic models. Later, this analogous methodology is
extended to a broad variety of materials and corresponding constitutive mod-
els, including nonlinear elastic model [115], nonlinear viscoelastic model [116],
orthotropic model [117], geological material [118] composite material [119],
textile material [120], biological material [121], amongst others. More impor-
tantly, an early overview of the inverse scheme applied in the metal form-
ing processes has been presented in [122] and recent progress is reported
in [123–125].

In recent years, inverse modelling techniques have gradually evolved into
a mature and widespreadly used post-processing procedure to identify con-
stitutive parameters of metallic materials. Different types of physical ex-
periments, including but not limited to the biaxial tensile test [126, 127],
bulge test [128, 129], three-point bending test [130], shear test [131, 132], deep
stretching test [133, 134], have been performed to provide experimental data
for the inverse strategy, although the tested material focuses on the sheet
metals. A small amount of research work is available to describe the inverse
identification of constitutive parameters of tubular metals, especially experi-
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Figure. 2.13. Flow chart of inverse strategies applied in the identification of material constitutive
parameters.

mental characterization methods based on hydraulic bulge tests.
Ge et al. [101] present an inverse strategy which combines gradient-based

algorithms with FE codes to determine material coefficients of constitutive
laws for stainless steel tubes H340 and E355. It may be due to local con-
vergence that the final fitting quality is relatively poor, i.e., the large gap
between calculated and experimental data. Khalfallah et al. [135–137] use
Nelder Mead simplex method to fit the numerical output from ABAQUS FE
software to experimental results. This has proven to be a success in terms
of the stability of iteration processes and the accuracy of fitting results, but
the optimization process requires nearly 100 iterations, see Fig. 2.14, which
greatly increases the computational cost.

To address these issues, Assadi et al. [138] replace the expensive FE mod-
els of hydraulic bulging processes using a surrogate model named artificial
neural networks. However, the specific calculation cost comparison between
this new scheme and the method used in [135] is not given. In addition, an-
other drawback of surrogate modelling techniques is that the approximated
result may be not the real optimum and the problem of curse of dimension-
ality is still quite time-consuming sometimes [139]. Xu et al. [140] provide a
qualitative relationship between the strength coefficient, hardening exponent
and the shape of internal pressures versus bulge heights curve for screening
the searching space of design variables before the optimization. However,
this method is unfeasible as the number of material parameters increases.

On the other hand, some efforts have been made to avoid falling into the
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Figure. 2.14. Iteration history of the objective function using Nelder Mead simplex method
[135].

Figure. 2.15. Representation of optimal points where some local minimums are distributed
around [134].
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trap of a local optimum in the parameter identification process, as shown
in Fig. 2.15. Bio-inspired computing methods which simulate the behavior
of natural phenomena and biological system, such as simulated annealing,
genetic and evolutionary algorithm, provide a promising possibility to solve
this problem because they tend to converge the global optimal solution. A
comprehensive summary of various bio-inspired methods applied on process
optimization and parameter identification of sheet metal forming processes
is reported in [141]. A similar disadvantage to the direct search approach is
that a large number of function’s evaluations are required at any point in the
searching range of design variables [142].

As mentioned above, three different optimization algorithms, i.e., gradient-
based algorithm, bio-inspired method and meta-modelling technique, are in-
troduced into the inverse framework to complete the identification of material
constitutive parameters. They have demonstrated their respective advantages
and limitations in the actual application cases.

In general, gradient-based algorithms can converge quickly to the minium
or maximum value if the starting point is located in the vicinity of the opti-
mum. When initial guesses are far away from the global optimal solution, this
algorithm is easy to fall into the pitfall of local optimums, especially in multi-
objective optimization [143, 144]. Meta-modelling technique can replace the
complicated and time-consuming FE calculation process, which can greatly
save the computational cost of the entire optimization process. However, mul-
tiple approximations and experimental measurement errors may lead to the
final result differing significantly from the real solution [142]. Bio-inspired
approaches do not need to calculate the gradient of the cost function and
tend to converge to the global optimum, but massive function’s evaluations
are required even in small-scale problems [145].

As a result, the hybrid and cascade strategy have received some atten-
tion since they can combine the benefits of various types of algorithms dis-
cussed above. The initial attempts are made to explore multiple possibili-
ties for combinations of various gradient descent algorithms to improve the
robustness and efficiency of the optimization process [123, 145–147]. This
methodology appears hopeless because the cost function is non-convex in
most cases. The next similar integration is the meta-model technique in-
corporating with gradient-based algorithms. It is possible to utilize a suit-
able gradient-based algorithm to optimize the meta-models obtained from
the response surface methodology, neural networks and kriging [148–150].
Several researchers [151–153] are dedicated to merge bio-inspired methods
and gradient-based algorithms, in which the initial points around the global
solution are generated by a bio-inspired method in the first stage and then
the gradient-based algorithm converge to the optimum quickly in the sec-
ond stage. However, the function evaluation in the first stage is still time-
consuming. Thus the next research question are proposed as:
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How can determine the global optimal parameters of tubular materials in the
parameter identification process based on hydraulic bulge tests?

2.3 Concluding remarks

This section is to summarize identified research questions based on the anal-
ysis of the state of the art presented above. To make it more clear for readers,
these relevant research questions are still elaborated from three separate per-
spectives. The following is a list of what they are:

Experimental characterization method Hydraulic bulge tests are particular
suitable for characterization the mechanical properties of thin-walled
metal tubes for hydroforming processes. Most of the current research
focus on hydro-bulging test with free or fixed end-conditions, in which
the strain values are rather low. Thus, a research question arises:

+ How can characterize the mechanical properties of tubular materials at the
larger strain scope using hydraulic bulging tests?

++ How can analyze and process the stress-strain data with the larger strain
range?

Analytical model Slab methods have a wide range of applications in post-
processing experimental data from rotationally symmetrical tube bulging
tests, where the stress and strain are analysed in isolation without con-
sidering the plastic stress-strain relationship. Furthermore, this method
has great limitations when applied to describe hydro-bulging process of
tubular samples with angled branches due to the complicated bound-
ary conditions. Therefore, some urgent research questions are proposed
as following:

+ How can describe and analyze the hydraulic bulge test of axisymmetric tubu-
lar specimens when introducing the plastic stress-strain relationship?

++ How can describe and analyze T-shape hydraulic bulge test under axial
compressive forces?

Inverse modelling technique Gradient-based algorithms, bio-inspired approaches
and meta-modelling techniques are frequently integrated with FE mod-
els as an inverse framework to identify material parameters based on
various of physical testing methods. However, for tube hydraulic bulge
tests, only the research work related to direc search algorithm has been
reported and this scheme requires a large number of iterations and
leads to relatively expensive computational costs. Gradient-based al-
gorithms provide the possibility to converge to the optimum quickly
while it depends heavily on the starting points and easily falls into the
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pitfall of local minimums. As a result, the next research question can
be described as:

+ How can reduce the computational cost and improve the performance of the
existing parameter identification strategy?

++ How can identify the global optimal constitutive coefficients of tubular
materials in the parameter identification process?
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Research scope and
objectives

This chapter presents the research scope and objectives of this thesis. It also lists all
proposed hypotheses for defined research questions in the previous chapter.

3.1 Objectives of the study

The main objective of this proposed research is to develop an automatic pa-
rameter identification strategy to characterize the mechanical properties of
tubular materials based on hydraulic bulge tests with different types of end-
conditions. In particular, the overall research objective can be divided into
several research questions and corresponding hypotheses to solve these prob-
lems.

3.1.1 Research questions and hypotheses

All research questions have been raised in the last section of Chapter 2 and
will be further investigated and integrated based on their similarities hereby.
Then, below this question, the appropriate hypothesis will be developed
based on prior research summaries and experience.

Research question A In view of the current drawbacks in the analytical and
inverse models for hydraulic bulge tests of axisymmetric tubular speci-
mens, the following research questions can be considered:

+ How can describe and analyze the hydraulic bulge test of axisymmetric tubu-
lar specimen when introducing the plastic stress-strain relationship?
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++ How can reduce the computational cost and improve the performance of the
existing inverse parameter identification strategy?

Hypothesis A For analytical models, total strain theory in engineering plas-
ticity can be applied to link stress-strain analysis and post-processing
the obtained experimental data from hydraulic bulge tests of axisym-
metric tubular samples. For inverse models, gradient-based methods,
such as Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, can integrate the FE technique
and reduce the expensive computational cost instead of the existing di-
rect search algorithm.

Research question and hypothesis A are examined in Paper I.

Research question B Aiming at the problem where the obtained strain level
is rather low in hydraulic bulge tests with fixed or free end-conditions,
research questions can be stated as following:

+ How can characterize the mechanical properties of tubular materials at the
larger strain scope using hydraulic bulging tests?

+ How can analyze and process the stress-strain data with the larger strain
range?

Hypothesis B Axial compressive forces, in addition to the internal fluid pres-
sure, will be applied to tube ends to change the stress state of the tested
specimen and increase the strain level of tubular materials in hydraulic
bulging tests. Both energy methods and inverse modelling techniques
can be used to investigate and process the obtained data at large strain
scope.

Research question and hypothesis B are tested in Paper II.

Research question C In view of the disadvantages of the gradient-based al-
gorithm that rely heavily on a good initial point and easily converge
to the trap of the local minimum, a research question is proposed as
follows:

++ How can identify the global optimal constitutive coefficients of tubular
materials in the parameter identification process?

Hypothesis C A promising method to solve this problem is to develop a hy-
brid strategy combining a theoretical analysis and inverse model. The
initial points around the vicinity of the global solution can be gener-
ated by an analytical model in the first stage, and then quickly con-
verge to the global optimum under the optimization of gradient-based
algorithms in the second stage. Fig. 3.1 illustrates the principle of this
proposed hypothesis.

Research question and hypothesis C are tested in Paper III.
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Figure. 3.1. Principle of the proposed hybrid strategy to identify material parameters.
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3.2 Scope of the work

In this research, the main scope covers the design of novel tube hydraulic
bulge tests with different types of end-conditions and development of an au-
tomatic, efficient and stable parameter identification strategy for thin-walled
metal tubes. Tube hydraulic bulge tests provide a large number of experi-
mental data, i.e., the bulge height, internal fluid pressure, axial compressive
force and pole thickness, during the deformation. The feasibility and perfor-
mance of this proposed inverse identification strategy can be demonstrated
by analyzing and processing this collected experimental data. Based on the
identified material constitutive parameters, FE simulations are run for hydro-
forming processes to validate their accuracy by the comparison with those
generated by other testing methods.
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Abstract This paper is to determine the flow stress curve of 5049-O aluminium alloy by a tube

hydraulic bulging test with fixed end-conditions. During this test, several tubular specimens are

bulged under different internal pressures before their bursting, and the corresponding bulging

height and wall thickness at the pole are measured. An inverse strategy is developed to determine

the constitutive parameters of tubular materials based on experimental data, which combines the

finite element method with gradient-based optimization techniques. In this scheme, the objective

function is formulated with the sum of least squares of the error between numerical and experimen-

tal data, and finite difference approximation is used to calculate the gradient. The tubular material

behavior is assumed to meet the von Mises yield criterion and Hollomon exponential hardening

law. Then, constitutive parameters identification is performed by minimization of the objective

function. In order to validate the performance of this framework, identified parameters are com-

pared with those obtained by two types of theoretical models, and tensile tests are performed on

specimens cut from the same tubes. The comparison shows that this inverse framework is robust

and can achieve a more accurate parameter identification by eliminating mechanical and geometri-

cal assumptions in classical theoretical analysis.
� 2021 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of Chinese Society of Aeronautics and

Astronautics. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

22

231. Introduction

24Tube hydroforming technology has been proven to be a suc-
25cessful manufacturing process and can form tubular metal
26blanks into various complex tube components. Such a forming
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27 process is widely utilized in the aviation and aerospace indus-
28 try1 owing to its advantages such as weight reduction, increase
29 of part complexity, and cost savings.2 A robust and productive
30 hydroforming process depends heavily on several process
31 parameters like incoming tubular material, preforming opera-
32 tion, fluid pressure loading path, lubrication, equipment, and
33 tools. Among the above factors, materials properties, i.e., the
34 flow stress curve and the tool-workpiece friction, have drastic
35 influences on the quality of final hydroformed parts. Besides,
36 an accurate evaluation of incoming tube material properties
37 is essential for the input data in the Finite Element Method
38 (FEM).3

39 To determine tubular metal properties, a number of indus-
40 trial tests have been carried out to measure material behaviors.
41 One of the simplest methods is the tensile test which is used to
42 test sheet metal behaviors commonly4 When it is applied on
43 the a tube material, specimens can be cut from the tube wall
44 at different locations along the longitudinal and circumferen-
45 tial directions, and then will be flattened and tested under uni-
46 axial tension according to the ASTM standard.5 However, the
47 flattening process of curved specimens before testing will
48 change their stress–strain behaviors and formability, especially
49 those cut from small-diameter tubes. The ring hoop tension
50 test can avoid the unnecessary work hardening caused by flat-
51 tening and measure the hoop flow stress curve of a tubular
52 material accurately. In this test, a ring specimen with a reduced
53 section is taken from a tube along the hoop direction and then
54 pulled by a universal tensile apparatus. A disadvantage of this
55 method is the friction on the interface between the specimen
56 and a pair of blocks, which will lead to some measuring
57 errors.6

58 Another more accurate method to measure tubular material
59 properties is the hydraulic bulge test, because the stress state of
60 specimens under this procedure is close to the realistic hydro-
61 forming process. A number of efforts have been made to var-
62 ious types of hydraulic bulge testing methods and post-
63 processing procedures for experimental data. Fuchizawa et al.7

64 ignored the stress through thickness and calculated stress com-
65 ponents along circumferential and longitudinal directions
66 based on the recorded internal pressure, wall thickness, and
67 bulge height near the tube center in experiments. The use of
68 three displacement sensors to improve the accuracy of measur-
69 ing the meridian profile shape increased the complexity and
70 cost of the hydraulic press. Hwang et al.8 proposed a simple
71 analytical model where the bugle profile shape was assumed
72 as an elliptical curve to avoid measuring the longitudinal curve
73 radius, and the flow stress curve could be obtained when only
74 the tube center diameter and pole thickness were measured.
75 Other studies on theoretical analysis for the hydro bulge
76 process are similar, in which they followed the same stress for-
77 mulas as those of Hwang et al.8 and Fuchizawa et al.7 and only
78 changed the shape assumption. The meridian profile shape
79 could be assumed as two circular arcs,9 spline functions.10

80 However, to calculate the axial stress component, those
81 researchers adopted an unreasonable hypothesis that tubular
82 specimens and dies were regarded as a whole and isolated
83 the analyses for stress and strain. Bortot et al.11 introduced a
84 plastic strain–stress relationship, i.e., strain components were
85 proportional to the corresponding deviatoric stress to derive
86 the longitudinal stress component while the tube thickness
87 was ignored in the radical force equilibrium equation for a pole
88 element. In all the above analytical approaches, the tube defor-

89mation was treated as a plane stress problem, and the tube
90bulge profile was assumed as a simple mathematical formula;
91this simplicity reduced the accuracy of results to some extent.
92A substantial progress for the identification material
93parameters of analytical models is the application of the
94inverse modeling strategy which combines the optimization
95technique with the FEM model and obtains the optimum
96material coefficients by minimizing the difference between
97numerical simulation results and experimental data. Compared
98with the classical theoretical equations, it allows a more accu-
99rate determination by avoiding mechanical and geometrical
100assumptions.12 A large number of publications focused on
101the inverse identification of sheet metal properties,13–17 and
102limited work was carried out on the application of inverse
103modeling on the tube hydraulic bulge test. Zribi et al.18,19 used
104this inverse procedure combining the FEM with Nelder Mead
105simplex algorithm to identify material constitutive parameters
106of tubular parts made of low carbon steel. The gap of the inter-
107nal pressure versus the bulge curve between collected from a
108free hydraulic bulging experiment and FEM responses was
109set as the cost function. One limitation of this research was
110that the direct search algorithm in the strategy showed a lower
111efficiency and a lack of comparison with classical theoretical
112analysis.
113In this paper, a novel and flexible hydraulic setup is
114designed, and several tube hydraulic tests with fixed end-
115conditions for annealed 5049 aluminium alloy are carried
116out. The bulge height, wall thickness at the pole, and applied
117internal pressure are measured during the process. An inverse
118modelling technique combing the FEM model and an
119improved Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is used to deter-
120mine the tubular materials of 5049-O aluminium alloy. A gen-
121eral objective function is created to evaluate the difference
122between computed and experimental data, and material consti-
123tutive parameters are identified by minimizing this function.
124Meanwhile, two theoretical models based on the force equilib-
125rium and total strain theory for this process are given, and ten-
126sion tests for specimens cut from the tube along the
127longitudinal direction are performed. In order to demonstrate
128the inverse strategy’s feasibility and performance, a compar-
129ison of three types of methods is carried out by running
130FEM simulation of the tube hydraulic bulging process.

1312. Hydraulic bulging test analysis

132A tube hydraulic bulging test is a material characterization
133method which expands a tubular material into a suitable shape
134freely using the internal fluid pressure. In the test, some data
135such as the bulge height, internal pressure, and pole thickness

Fig. 1 Schematic for tube hydraulic bulging process.
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136 can be measured online or offline, and then these collected data
137 can be used further to determine tubular material properties.
138 Fig. 1 illustrates a typical tube hydraulic bulging process. In
139 general, this test includes three types of end-conditions at tube
140 ends: A) Free-end, B) Forced-end, and C) Fixed-end; the ends
141 of a tubular workpiece are fixed completely in current study.

142 2.1. Geometrical analysis

143 The profile of the deformation zone on a tube is assumed as an
144 elliptical curve.8 The geometrical parameters for this shape are
145 shown in Fig. 2, where R0 is the initial external tube radius, t0
146 is the initial tube wall thickness, L0 is the length of the bulge
147 zone, h is the bulge height. The elliptical curve can be defined
148 as20
149

z2

a2
þ r2

b2
¼ 1 ð1Þ

151151

152 where a and b are the half lengths of the major and minor axes
153 of the ellipse, respectively.
154 In Fig. 2, it can be seen that the coordinates of the contact
155 point between the tube and the die are (L0/2, R0), and the ellip-
156 tical curve passes through this point. The pole point (0,
157 R0 + h) also meets Eq. (1), and then parameters a and b in
158 the elliptical equation can be determined as20
159

a ¼ L0ðR0 þ hÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4hð2R0 þ hÞp ð2Þ

161161

162

b ¼ R0 þ h ð3Þ164164

165 Based on Eqs. (1)–(3), the meridian curvature radius at the
166 pole point can be described as20
167

ru ¼ L2
0ðR0 þ hÞ

4hð2R0 þ hÞ ð4Þ
169169

170 Then, the circumferential radius at the pole of the tube
171 bulge zone can be written as
172

rh ¼ R0 þ h ð5Þ174174

175 As a comparison, Hwang et al.8 applied another elliptic
176 shape equation to describe the profile, and ru can be calculated
177 as
178

ru ¼ a2

b
ð6Þ

180180

181 It can be seen from Eq. (1)–(6) that the meridian and cir-
182 cumferential radii depend on the bulge height, tube thickness,
183 and diameter, which can be measured during the hydraulic bul-
184 ging test.

1852.2. Stress analysis

186For the thin-walled tube used in this research, the ratio of its
187thickness to diameter � 1, so the stress within the workpiece
188can be referred as the plane stress state according to assump-
189tions in the membrane theory. It means that the stress along
190the thickness direction is zero, i.e.
191

rt ¼ 0 ð7Þ 193193

194The equivalent stress can be calculated by two stress com-
195ponents, rh along the circumferential direction and ru along
196the longitudinal direction. They can be determined from the
197force equilibrium along the thickness direction for a membrane
198element at the pole of the tube bulge zone, as shown in Fig. 3,
199which can get
200

2ruðrh � t

2
Þth sinu

2
þ 2rhðru � t

2
Þtu sin

h
2

¼ Pðrh � tÞuðru � tÞh cos h
2
sin

u
2

ð8Þ
202202

203where rh and ru are the circumferential and meridian curve
204radii at a point of the tubular elliptical surface, respectively;
205P is the internal fluid pressure; h and u are the angles on the
206planes of hoop and meridian, respectively. When these angles
207are small, Eq. (8) can be rewritten as20
208

ru

ru � t
2

þ rh

rh � t
2

¼ Pðrh � tÞðru � tÞ
tðrh � t

2
Þðru � t

2
Þ ð9Þ

210210

211According to Fuchizawa et al.7 and Hwang et al.,8 the
212hypothesis that both ends of the tube were considered closed
213was applied. For a closed tube under internal pressure, from
214the force equilibrium equation along the longitudinal direction
215at the cross-section perpendicular to the tube surface, it can be
216expressed as21
217

Fig. 2 Tube geometrical parameters before and after bulging test.

Fig. 3 Stress state of a small element at tube pole.
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2pðrh � t

2
Þtru ¼ Ppðrh � tÞ2 ð10Þ

219219

220 Based on hypothesis Eq. (10), the longitudinal stress at the
221 pole can be approximately calculated as8

222

ru ¼ Pðrh � tÞ
2tðrh � t

2
Þ ð11Þ

224224

225 Substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (9), the stress along the hoop
226 direction can be written as8

227

rh ¼ Pðrh � tÞ
2tðru � t

2
Þ ð2ru � t� rhÞ ð12Þ

229229

230 The other method to calculate the stress along the longitu-
231 dinal direction is presented based on the total strain theory
232 proposed by Ilyushin and Lensky.22 During the test, the inter-
233 nal fluid pressure increases continuously without intermediate
234 unloading. The Ilyushin plastic strain–stress relationship can
235 be expressed by
236

r
0
u ¼ 2

3

reff

eeff
e
0
u ð13Þ

238238

239

r
0
t ¼

2

3

reff

eeff
e
0
t ð14Þ

241241

242

r
0
h ¼

2

3

reff

eeff
e
0
h ð15Þ

244244

245 where r0 = [r
0
u, r

0
t, r

0
h] and e0 = [e

0
u, e

0
t, e

0
h] are the stress and

246 strain deviators at a certain deformation state, respectively.
247 Considering the total stress, Eq. (16) can be derived:
248

ru � rt

eu � et
¼ rt � rh

et � eh
¼ rh � ru

eh � eu
ð16Þ

250250

251 where eu, et and eh are the strains along longitudinal, thickness
252 and circumferential directions.
253 Combination Eq. (16) with Eq. (9), the stress along the cir-
254 cumferential direction can be obtained as
255

rh ¼ Pðru � tÞðrh � tÞ
ðet � euÞðrh � t

2
Þ þ ðet � ehÞðru � t

2
Þ ð17Þ

257257

258 The stress along the longitudinal direction can be derived
259 from Eq. (9) as
260

ru ¼ Pðrh � tÞðru � tÞ � rhtðru � t
2
Þ

tðrh � t
2
Þ ð18Þ

262262

263 From the Eqs. (7)–(18), the application of the plane stress
264 state assumption ignores the stress through the thickness and
265 simplifies the calculation for the stress tensor at the tube pole.
266 Classical Hwang model and total strain model are presented to
267 calculate the other two stress components along the longitudi-
268 nal and circumferential directions, respectively. Whichever
269 method is used, it is essential to measure the bulge height
270 and pole thickness during the test.
271 In this research, the tube is assumed as an isotropic material
272 and meets von Mises yield criterion, so its effective stress can
273 be expressed by
274

reff ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðrh � rtÞ2 þ ðrt � ruÞ2 þ ðru � rhÞ2

q
ð19Þ

276276

277 where rt, rh and ru can be obtained using Eqs. (7), (17), (18).

2782.3. Strain analysis

279For a calculation of the strain tensor at the pole point, assume
280that the strain increment is continuous and the principal strain
281direction keeps identical during the test. Thus, the strains
282along the circumferential and thickness directions can be
283described as7
284

eh ¼ ln
R0 þ h� t

2

R0 � t0
2

ð20Þ
286286

287

et ¼ ln
t

t0
ð21Þ

289289

290Based on the volume constancy condition, the strain com-
291ponent eu in the longitudinal direction can be written as
292

eu ¼ �ðeh þ etÞ ð22Þ 294294

295In the bulge test, the internal fluid pressure increases con-
296tinuously, and no intermediate unloading occurs. Tubular
297metal meets von Mises yield criterion, and the associated iso-
298tropic hardening model is considered to represent the subse-
299quent yield surface; thus, the effective strain can be derived as
300

eeff ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p

3

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðeh � etÞ2 þ ðet � euÞ2 þ ðeu � ehÞ2

q
ð23Þ

302302

3033. Inverse strategy

304The inverse modeling technique can be used to explore the
305optimum process design and identify material constitutive
306parameters. In general, an establishment process of inverse
307schemes involves the following steps: A) Problem statement
308and FEM modelling; B) Definition of design variables, objec-
309tive functions, and constraints; C) Data collection and solution
310for the optimization problem; D) Evaluation of potential opti-
311mum parameters. Fig. 4 illustrates the flow chart of the inverse
312framework applied to determine constitutive parameters of
313tubular materials. The key steps mentioned above will be elab-
314orated separately.

Fig. 4 Flow chart of inverse framework used for parameters

identification of tubular materials.
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315 3.1. FEM modelling of tube bulging process

316 The FEM model for the tube bulge process is created by
317 general-purpose programme LS-DYNA, which is shown in
318 Fig. 5. In this model, the tube is meshed by three-
319 dimensional solid elements with eight-node hexahedrons, and
320 three elements are produced through the tube wall thickness
321 for an accurate response. Tubes used in the experiment are
322 annealed, and the holding time lasts for 3 h, which means that
323 the material has a strong isotropy. The von Mises yield crite-
324 rion and Hollomon isotropic hardening law are used to
325 describe the tubular materials’ mechanical behaviors.
326 The internal fluid pressure is referred to as the compression
327 stress and applied on the inner wall of the tube along the radial
328 direction, and the pressure curve follows the one collected
329 from the experiment. In order to reduce the calculation time,
330 the mass scaling strategy is used, and a half of the tube is
331 selected as the FEM model. Tube ends are fixed at all transla-
332 tional and rotational directions, because there is no sliding
333 between tubes and the locking system by observation and mea-
334 surement during the test.

335 3.2. Objective function and design variables

336 The nature of an inverse analysis is an optimization problem
337 where design variables, i.e., material mechanical coefficients,
338 are identified by minimizing the objective function under spec-
339 ified constraints. The material response under plastic deforma-
340 tion can be described by variety of constitutive equations with
341 mathematical coefficients which will also be imported into
342 FEM models easily. Therefore, the objective of the inverse
343 analysis is to find the material parameters in the constitutive
344 models, and the design variables can be defined as
345

x ¼ ½x1; x2; :::; xn�T ð24Þ347347

348 where n is the number of coefficients in the material model,
349 and xj is the j th element in this vector. To characterize tubular
350 material mechanical properties with unknown design variables,
351 a common elastic–plastic model with power law isotropic
352 hardening is used to describe its behavior where the flow stress
353 equation can be expressed as
354

r ¼ Kee ð25Þ356356

357 where K is the strength coefficient; e is the hardening exponent,
358 and these two material parameters can be selected as design
359 variables.
360 The objective function is a pointer to evaluate the error
361 between experimental and simulated data, which should have
362 the following properties:23

363(1) All collected experimental data using different methods
364and equipment should be involved in the iteration
365process.
366(2) The final optimization results should not be sensitive to
367the unit of the data.
368(3) Weighting factors need to be allocated to different
369experimental points according to their physical
370characteristics.
371

372In the tube hydraulic bulge test, the filling height and pole
373thickness under different internal pressures are collected, so
374the cost function should consist of the above two terms. Mean-
375while, an error definition with a least square structure is intro-
376duced to increase the sensitivity of the cost function to the
377design variables and reduce the influences of the two measure
378indicators’ magnitudes.24 Therefore, the objective function can
379be defined as
380

f ¼ af1 þ ð1� aÞf2 ð26Þ 382382

383

f1 ¼
Xn1
i1¼1

½xi1ðhexpi1
� hsimi1 Þ�2 ð27Þ

385385

386

f2 ¼
Xn2
i2¼1

½xi2ðtexpi2
� tsimi2 Þ�2 ð28Þ

388388

389where f1 is the first part in the cost function for representing
390the residual of the bulge height h under different pressures;
391f2 is the second residual of the pole thickness t obtained by sim-
392ulations and experiments; a is a weighted factor ranging from 0
393to 1 to represent the importance of the two sub-objectives of
394the cost function; the subscript i1 and i2 represent the i1 th data
395point of the bulge height and the i2 th data point of the pole
396thickness, respectively; the superscript exp and sim represent
397the data point of experiment and simulation; n1 and n2 are
398the total experimental point numbers for the pole thickness
399and bulge height, respectively; x is an automatic scaling factor
400to increase the sensitivity of experimental points especially in
401the area of large plastic deformation for the two sub-
402objective functions, and can be expressed as24
403

xi1 ¼
2ðn1 þ n2Þhexpi1Pn1

i1¼1

Pn2
i2¼1ðhexpi1

þ texpi2
Þ ð29Þ

405405

406The scaling factor xi1 calculated by this equation can be
407distributed to the corresponding residuals in the first sub-
408objective function. xi2 can be obtained by a similar formula
409to Eq. (29) and is used for the second sub-objective function.

4103.3. Optimization algorithm

411The inverse parameter identification can be seen as an opti-
412mization problem, so an efficient and robust optimization
413method is necessary to minimize the defined cost function in
414Eq. (26). In the present research, a classical and robust
415gradient-based optimization method, i.e., an improved
416Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is used to identify the tubular
417mechanical parameters.
418As can be seen from Eqs. (26)–(29), the objective function
419consists of the sum of the squares of the true errors between
420experimental and simulated responses and can be regarded
421as a nonlinear least square problem. The Gauss-Newton

Fig. 5 FEM model for hydraulic bulging process.
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422 method with line search performs very poorly and leads to
423 numerical convergence difficulties, because the true error,
424 i.e., the residual function r(x) including the FEM model, exhi-
425 bits severe nonlinearity. In order to overcome these difficulties,
426 an improved Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm with the trust
427 region strategy is considered where the objective function
428 can be approximated as a quadratic model in the neighbor-
429 hood of a given starting point xk as
430

fðxk þ skÞ� fðskÞ ¼ fðxkÞ þ gTðxkÞsk þ 1

2
sTkGðxkÞsk ð30Þ

432432

433 where xk is design variable at k th iteration; sk is step size; gT(-
434 xk) and G(xk) are the gradient and Hessian matrix of the cost
435 function, respectively, which can then be expressed as
436

gðxkÞ ¼ JTðxkÞrðxkÞ ð31Þ438438

439

GðxkÞ ¼ JTðxkÞJðxkÞ þ SðxkÞ ð32Þ441441

442 where S(xk) is second term in the Hessian matrix; J(xk) is Jaco-
443 bian matrix of the cost function.
444 The Jacobian matrix J(xk) is the first partial derivatives of
445 the residual function r(x). It is impossible to give an analytical
446 formula for Jacobian J(xk), because f(x) is a nonlinear implicit
447 function and given in a black box. Therefore, the finite differ-
448 ence strategy is introduced to calculate the (i, j)th element in
449 Jacobian matrix J(xk) by
450

@ri
@xj

¼ riðxk þ dejÞ � riðxkÞ
d

ð33Þ
452452

453 where ri is the i th component of objective function; d is chosen
454 appropriately small; ej is the unit vector. Then the step size sk
455 can be defined by the solution of Eqs. (30)–(33) using the trust
456 region technique as
457

xkþ1 ¼ xk � ðJTðxkÞJðxkÞ þ SðxkÞÞgðxkÞ ð34Þ459459

460

SðxkÞ ¼ lkD
T
kDk ð35Þ462462

463 where lk is damping factor.
464 The damping factor lk can be used to control the searching
465 direction and step size in the current iteration. A new update
466 strategy for the value of lk is recommended and numerical
467 experiments demonstrate its good robustness and smooth-
468 ness.25 The change of lk depends on the gain ratio q which
469 indicates the agreement of the approximated function to the
470 actual objective function and can be written as
471

q ¼ krðxkÞk2 � krðxk þ skÞk2
jjrðxkÞjj2 � krðxkÞ þ JðxkÞskk2

ð36Þ
473473

474 A wide variation of values between the strength coefficient
475 and the hardening exponent could be of order 104. The ellip-
476 soidal trust region26 is used to reduce the effects of poor scal-
477 ing in inverse problems, where a diagonal and positive definite
478 matrix Dk is introduced into this formula, of which diagonal
479 entries can be updated from iteration to iteration by480

Dk ¼ diagðdk1; dk2; � � � ; dkn1þn2
Þ ð37Þ482482

483

d0i ¼ k @riðx0Þ
@x0

k ð38Þ
485485

486

dki ¼ max dk�1
i ; k @ri xkð Þ

@xk

k
� �

k � 1 ð39Þ
488488

489The new point xk+1 can be updated iteration by iteration
490using the solution of Eq. (34). Then, the optimum point will
491be obtained when the optimization process meets the conver-
492gence conditions. Therefore, the following two stopping crite-
493ria are used in this algorithm:
494

kgðxkÞk � d1 ð40Þ 496496

497

kxkþ1 � xkk � d2ðkxkk þ d2Þ ð41Þ 499499

500where d1 and d2 are two small and positive real numbers given
501by a user. When these two criteria are satisfied, the iteration
502process will be terminated.

5034. Experimental tooling and method

5044.1. Tensile test

505A standard uni-axial tensile test has been conducted to charac-
506terize the flow stress curve of used tubular aluminium tubes.
507Tension specimens are cut directly from the tubes along the
508longitudinal direction as shown in Fig. 6, and their geometric
509dimensions follow the ASTM E8/E8M-21 standard.5 How-
510ever, the subsize specimen type is used for the tensile test,
511because the diameter of the tubes is so small that standard ten-
512sion specimens are difficult to be machined. The tensile test is
513performed at room temperature and under a strain rate of
5141.4 mm/min using a CMT electrical universal testing machine.

5154.2. Hydraulic bulge test

516A flexible tube hydraulic bulging device has been designed and
517manufactured to determine the tubular material flow stress–
518strain behavior under the bi-axial stress state, as shown in
519Fig. 7. It can be seen that this setup is mainly comprised of
520a hydraulic power system, a control system, and basic die sets.
521The two outermost hydraulic cylinders can not only move on
522the basement horizontally and achieve more flexibility for test-
523ing tubes with different lengths, but also apply an axial force or
524even a stretch force on tube ends and produce different stress
525states for specimens during a test.
526Tube ends could be locked by two hydraulic clamping
527devices in the middle to guarantee no sliding along the axial
528direction of specimens and fluid leakage. By changing the man-
529drels and gaskets in the locking system, tubes with different

Fig. 6 Specimens for tensile test cut from tube along longitu-

dinal direction.
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530 diameters and wall thicknesses can be tested. Fig. 8 illustrates
531 the schematic diagram of this flexible locking setup.
532 Bulging tests of annealed aluminium alloy tubes are per-
533 formed on this hydraulic machine. The maximum bulging
534 pressure is determined firstly by a general tube bulge until its
535 bursting, and this procedure is repeated at least three times
536 to get an accurate average bursting value. Then several tubular
537 specimens are formed under different pressure levels lower
538 than the maximum bursting pressure. After the bulging pres-
539 sure reaches to a specified value, the tube is taken off from
540 the machine. The bulge height and pole thickness can be mea-
541 sured by a micrometer, and the corresponding internal pres-
542 sure is recorded by a transducer on the machine.

543 5. Results and discussion

544 Fully-annealed 5049 aluminium seamless tubes are used and
545 investigated, of which chemical compositions are displayed in
546 Table 1. The initial diameter and wall thickness of tested sam-
547 ples are 50.00 mm and 1.086 mm, respectively. The total length
548 of every tubular specimen in the hydraulic bulge test is
549 300.00 mm, and the bulge zone is about 243.00 mm long.
550 The maximum bulging pressure is 7.8 MPa determined by
551 the observation of the first tubular specimen bursting. Below
552 this pressure value, more tube hydraulic bulging tests are per-
553 formed under different pressure levels. To obtain more equiv-
554 alent strain–stress points, 16 pressure levels with distinct
555 intervals are inserted into the reasonable range. After the bul-
556 ging, the corresponding bulge height and wall thickness at the
557 tube pole are measured every 90� along the tube circumferen-

558tial direction in the middle cross-section of the bulged tube,
559and several recorded typical values are displayed in Table 2.
560It is obvious that with an increase of the internal pressure,
561the bulge height of the tube is increased, and the wall thickness
562becomes thinner.
563Fig. 9 shows the profile shape of all tubular specimens at
564the end of the bulging test. It can be seen that the total length
565of tubes before and after bulging tests has almost no change by
566observation. This phenomenon is verified by actual measure-
567ments for all tubular specimens after deformation, which
568means that the tube ends are fixed by the locking system on
569the machine, so there is no slippage between specimens and
570die sets during the deformation. Therefore, clear boundary
571conditions that tubes are bulged under a bi-axial stress state

Fig. 7 Schematic diagram for hydraulic bulging setup.

Fig. 8 Locking system for ends of tubular specimens on

machine.

Table 1 Chemical compositions of tested 5049-O aluminum

alloy tubes.

Element Content (wt%)

Fe 0.154

Si 0.071

Cu 0.004

Mg 1.87

Mn 0.72

Zn 0.015

Ti 0.007

Cr 0.009

Table 2 Selected experimental results from tube hydraulic

bulge test.

Specimen

No.

Pressure

(MPa)

Diameter

(mm)

Pole thickness

(mm)

1 2.0 50.09 1.085

2 4.0 50.28 1.078

3 6.0 51.05 1.063

4 6.6 51.78 1.055

5 7.0 52.35 1.041

6 7.4 52.87 1.024
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572 can be achieved, and the interface friction between tools and
573 parts can be neglected in analytical or numerical models.
574 Based on this bulge test data, the inverse identification of
575 tubular material parameters is performed using the optimiza-
576 tion technique developed in Section 3.3. Several different sets
577 of starting points in a feasible region are tested in this inverse
578 analysis. The determined optimum parameters, the corre-
579 sponding gradient of the cost function to design variables,
580 and the error between experimental and computed data at
581 optimum points are presented in Table 3. As can be seen from
582 Table 3, although the guessed initial values cover a large range
583 sometimes even far from the optimum point where the harden-
584 ing strength ranges from 300.00 to 500.00, e-value from 0.20 to
585 0.40, the final identified material coefficients converge to the
586 same solution. Besides, values of the objective function and
587 their gradients in all cases are reduced to the same level
588 approximately and satisfy the optimality conditions, which
589 illustrates the stability and robustness of the inverse
590 framework.
591 An iteration process of the objective function and its corre-
592 sponding gradient for the 5th initial value is plotted and pre-
593 sented in Fig. 10. From Fig. 10, it is possible to conclude
594 that the least square error is reduced to a small value close
595 to zero after 5 iterations, which leads to a satisfied fitting qual-
596 ity between experimental and computed data. At the same
597 time, the gradient of the cost function reaches a lower value
598 than the one defined in the stopping criteria and terminates
599 the optimization process. Fig. 11 illustrates the evolution pro-
600 cess of material constitutive parameters during the optimiza-
601 tion. For design variables, the hardening exponent sharply
602 increases from the initial 0.200 to 0.302 after 1 iteration while
603 remaining the same value at the 2nd iteration and then increas-
604 ing and reaching the optimum value in next iterations. The

605strength coefficient has a gradual rise from the initial 300.00
606to 379.01 as the number of iterations increases. Only 5 itera-
607tions are needed to perform in this framework, and the small
608number of iterations shows the efficiency of the developed
609optimization technique to solve the inverse problem.
610The experimental data obtained from the tube bulge test is
611imported into the total strain model and Hwang model, and
612several pairs of points in the strain–stress curve are deter-
613mined. Fitting these points to the material hardening model
614defined in Eq. (25) using a least square method, the material
615strength coefficient and hardening exponent are obtained. As
616a comparison, material parameters identified by the inverse
617strategy and two different analytical models are shown in
618Table 4, and the corresponding flow stress curve can be
619obtained as shown in Fig. 12.
620The strain–stress relationship determined by the universal
621tensile test is plotted and displayed in Fig. 12. It can be seen
622from the comparison that there are some differences between
623the flow stress curve determined by tension tests and that by
624hydro bulge tests. The effective stress obtained by bulge tests
625is lower than that determined by tension tests, especially at
626large plastic effective strains. Moreover, a tensile test under a
627uni-axial stress state overestimates the material deformation
628limit under a bi-axial tension stress state when compared with
629a bulge test. For fitted stress–strain curves based on bulging
630tests, three models give identical results of tension tests in

Fig. 9 Tubular specimens before and after hydraulic test.

Table 3 Identified optimal values for several sets of different initial points.

Set Initial point x0 Optimum solution x*

K e f(x0) f0(x0) K e f(x*) f0(x*)

1 500.00 0.40 6.43 � 10�2 1.89 380.88 0.312 9.99 � 10�3 6.00 � 10�2

2 450.00 0.35 1.91 � 10�1 1.66 � 101 378.88 0.310 9.95 � 10�3 5.22 � 10�2

3 400.00 0.30 5.08 � 10�1 3.01 � 101 379.07 0.310 9.96 � 10�3 9.64 � 10�2

4 350.00 0.25 9.16 � 10�1 4.30 � 101 379.15 0.310 9.96 � 10�3 8.83 � 10�2

5 300.00 0.20 1.27 5.76 � 101 379.01 0.310 9.96 � 10�3 6.61 � 10�2

6 300.00 0.40 5.23 � 103 1.30 � 105 379.04 0.310 9.95 � 10�3 7.32 � 10�2

7 350.00 0.35 1.55 � 101 7.58 � 102 378.73 0.310 9.96 � 10�3 1.04 � 10�1

8 450.00 0.30 1.63 3.50 � 101 379.89 0.311 9.97 � 10�3 5.77 � 10�2

9 500.00 0.25 3.38 2.62 � 101 379.30 0.310 9.96 � 10�3 8.21 � 10�2

Mean value 379.33 0.310

Fig. 10 Iteration process of objective function and its gradient

during optimization.
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631 the small strain region, and the stress difference raises with an
632 increase of the strain. The effective stress predicted by Hwang
633 model is always lower than those by the other two models.
634 Then the flow stress curve determined by the inverse model
635 is very close to that by the total strain model in a large strain
636 range, while the difference between the results of the inverse
637 model and the tensile test is smaller compared with those of
638 the other two analytical models.
639 In order to evaluate the performance of different tests and
640 models, FEM simulations for the tube hydraulic bulging pro-
641 cess are performed by LS-DYNA program with identified flow
642 stress curves. Other input data like the pressure loading curve
643 and simulation speed are identical in numerical models. The
644 calculated pole thickness, bulge height, and profile shape in
645 the deformation zone are analyzed and compared with those
646 from the physical experiment.

647Fig. 13 shows the comparison of the internal pressure ver-
648sus the bulge height curve between experimental values and
649numerical outputs of FEM models using material parameters
650given in Table 4. It can be seen that the calculated bulge height
651with a flow curve identified by the inverse model has a good
652agreement with the experimental data when compared with
653the other three methods. Furthermore, a detailed quantitative
654deviation is displayed in Table 5 and Fig. 14. It is demon-
655strated that the relative errors between simulation results of
656all methods and experimental measurements are higher at
657lower bulging pressures, while these differences are reduced
658as the pressure increases. Furthermore, the smallest mean
659value of the relative deviation also validates that material
660parameters obtained by the inverse model are more accurate
661than those by Hwang and total strain models.
662Fig. 15 shows the comparison of the internal pressure ver-
663sus the pole thickness curve between experimental data and
664the corresponding FEM results using various flow stress
665curves. Fig. 16 and Table 5 illustrate a quantitative error com-
666parison and analysis. As can be seen from these results, mate-
667rial parameters determined by inverse model lead to
668satisfactory fitting agreement and the smallest mean deviation
669between experimental and numerical data. A higher relative
670error is observed at high bulging pressure levels for Hwang
671model and tension tests. For the total strain and inverse mod-
672els, the small deviation is still kept throughout the deformation
673process, especially for the inverse model which performs better
674than other models at a large-deformation state.
675The calculated bulge profile using constitutive parameters
676determined by different models can be observed in Fig. 17,
677in which the measured tube radii along longitudinal positions
678in experiments are presented. It is obvious that the predicted
679bulge profile based on the tube bulge test matches better to
680experimental measures compared with that of the tensile test.
681The quantitative gap between experimental data and FEM
682outputs by three models can be observed in Fig. 18 and Table 5,
683and it can be seen that the bulge profile calculated by the
684inverse model leads to the smallest deviation and is very close
685to experimental results compared with those of Hwang and
686total strain models.
687From these comparisons, it can be concluded that the three
688models, i.e., the inverse model, the total strain model, and
689Hwang model, can be used to translate the collected experi-
690mental data into a flow stress curve, while the inverse model
691presents more satisfying results to experimental measures com-

Fig. 11 Iteration process of design variables during

optimization.

Table 4 Identified flow stress models using different methods.

Testing method Model Stress–strain relation

Tensile test r = 396.75e0.297

Bulge test Inverse r = 379.33e0.310

Hwang r = 418.08e0.366

Total strain r = 433.16e0.362

Fig. 12 Comparison of effective strain–stress curves obtained by

tensile test and bulge test.

Fig. 13 Comparison of internal pressure versus bulge height

curves obtained by different methods.
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692 pared with those of the other two models. One reason for that
693 is the inverse model removes the geometrical and mechanical
694 assumptions in analytical models, and the isolated analysis
695 of the stress and strain in Hwang model and assumptions in
696 the total strain model lead to a big difference between simu-
697 lated and experimental data.

6986. Conclusions

699700(1) Tube bulging tests with fixed-end conditions for 5049-O
701aluminium alloy are performed on a flexible hydraulic
702forming press. The bulge height, pole thickness, and
703bulge profile under different fluid pressure levels are
704measured during experiments.

Table 5 Relative errors between simulation data and experimental measured results.

Data type Test method and model Relative error (%)

Min Mean Max

Bulge height Inverse model 5.74 � 10�4 1.44 � 10�1 7.18 � 10�1

Hwang model 9.66 � 10�2 4.21 � 10�1 7.89 � 10�1

Total strain model 8.63 � 10�3 2.39 � 10�1 7.17 � 10�1

Tensile test 2.09 � 10�1 3.60 � 10�1 7.20 � 10�1

Pole thickness Inverse model 1.73 � 10�4 1.48 � 10�3 4.41 � 10�3

Hwang model 1.66 � 10�4 8.48 � 10�3 1.58 � 10�2

Total strain model 8.30 � 10�5 3.15 � 10�3 8.35 � 10�3

Tensile test 2.30 � 10�4 7.81 � 10�3 2.18 � 10�2

Bulge profile Inverse model 3.79 � 10�4 1.58 � 10�3 3.04 � 10�3

Hwang model 7.33 � 10�3 1.26 � 10�2 1.80 � 10�2

Total strain model 3.18 � 10�3 3.52 � 10�3 5.01 � 10�3

Tensile test 6.12 � 10�3 1.20 � 10�2 1.76 � 10�2

Fig. 14 Deviation analysis of internal pressure versus bulge

height curves obtained by different methods.

Fig. 15 Comparison of internal pressure versus pole thickness

curves obtained by different methods.

Fig. 16 Deviation analysis of internal pressure versus pole

thickness curves obtained by different methods.

Fig. 17 Comparison of axial position versus bulge profile

obtained by different methods.
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705 (2) An inverse framework combining the incremental strain
706 theory with an improved Levenberg-Marquardt algo-
707 rithm is developed to identify tubular metal properties
708 by a minimization of the least square error between cal-
709 culated and experimental data. Several sets of initial
710 guesses are tested for this inverse strategy, and the con-
711 vergence to an identical optimum solution shows that
712 this framework is robust and efficient for characteriza-
713 tion of tubular materials.
714 (3) Two analytical models based on membrane mechanics
715 and the total strain theory are proposed to model the
716 hydro bulging process and determine the strain–stress
717 relationship of 5049-0 aluminium alloy. Obtained flow
718 stress curves are compared with that from a tensile test,
719 which demonstrates that a bulge test is more suited to
720 characterize the tubular material behavior because its
721 stress state is closer to the actual hydroforming process.
722 (4) FEM simulations for a free bulge test are conducted
723 using identified flow stress curves from different tests
724 and models. Predicted bulge height, bulge profile shape,
725 and pole thickness from FEM models are compared
726 with measured values, and results from the inverse
727 model show a good agreement with experimental data.
728 It can be concluded that the inverse model is more accu-
729 rate than Hwang and total strain models for characteri-
730 zation of tubular material properties.
731
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Abstract

A T-shape tube hydraulic bulge test under axial feeding force is carried out
to characterize the mechanical properties of EN AW 5049-O and 6060-O alu-
minium alloys. The punch displacement, T-branch height and axial compres-
sive force are recorded online during the experiment. An intelligent inverse
identification framework combining the finite element method and numeri-
cal optimization algorithm is developed to determine material parameters by
fitting simulated results to the experimental data iteratively. The identified
constitutive parameters using the inverse modelling technique are compared
with those determined by the theoretical analysis and uniaxial tensile test.
The comparison shows that the predicted bulge height and punch force based
on the material parameters obtained by the three methods are different and
the inverse strategy produces the smallest gap between numerical and ex-
perimental values. It is possible to conclude that the hydraulic bulge test
can be applied to characterize the stress-strain curve of tubular materials at
the large strain scope, and the automatic inverse framework is a more accu-
rate post-processing procedure to identify material constitutive parameters
compared with the classical analytical model.
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identification, Hydraulic bulge test, Constitutive model

1. Introduction

Tube hydroforming technologies are playing an increasingly important
role in modern advanced manufacturing processes, which provide more pos-
sibilities for lightweight design and precision production of complex tubular
components used in the automotive and aerospace industries1,2. The stable
quality and excellent performance of tubular products in the metal forming
processes require essential information such as the hardening and fracture
of the incoming metallic tube3,4. Further, an accurate output from the fi-
nite element (FE) method also depends heavily on the reliable mechanical
property characterization5–7.

Scientists and engineers have proposed many different experimental meth-
ods to characterize the mechanical properties of thin-walled tubes. Tensile
tests are carried out for the specimens cut from tubes along the longitudinal
direction, but this operation is difficult to achieve on tubes with small di-
ameters8,9. Ring samples can be cut from small thin-walled tubes along the
circumferential direction10,11. However, the stress and strain state of these
samples in the longitudinal or circumferential tension test is quite different
from that in the actual tube forming process where the equivalent plastic
strain is in the range of 1 - 1.5 and dominated by compression whereas the
uniaxial data is in the range of 0.15 to 0.4 depending on the material9. Thus,
FE models depend heavily on extrapolation of the hardening behavior and
such an extrapolation can reduce the prediction accuracy from FE outputs12.

Axial and lateral compression tests of the whole tube can be performed
to determine the flow stress curve of the tubular material under compres-
sive stress state and without machining specified shaped samples, which are
described in these works13–15. One drawback of these test methods is that
the sudden buckling of tubular specimens causes unstable and incomplete
data collection during the experiment, and this test is only limited to deter-
mining material behaviour in one direction, which may lead to large errors
for FE simulations in some cases16. Compared with the above experimen-
tal methods, tube hydraulic bulge test is a more advanced characterization
technique that can comprehensively represent the mechanical properties of
tubular materials with flexible end-conditions17.

Many researchers have investigated different types of hydraulic bulge tests
but most of them focus on tube hydro bulging processes with free or fixed
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end-conditions18–24. Various experimental setups have been designed and
manufactured to carry out the above experiments. For instance, Fuchizawa
et al.19 have designed a bulging device where tube ends are locked on the end
supports to seal the internal liquid, and one of the supports can move freely
to reduce the longitudinal stretching of specimens. Koc et al.20,25,26 use a
stand alone press to bulge tubular materials, in which both ends of the tube
are completely fixed by the friction between dies and urethane expansion
plugs. Zhang et al.27 apply a more flexible locking system to restrain the
axial movements of samples, and tubes with different diameters and wall
thicknesses can be tested by replacing gaskets. Another design mechanism
has been proposed22 to achieve a fixed end-condition, where conical punches
with an angel are used to form tube ends with the wedge expansion shape to
avoid the axial sliding of tubular samples. However, free or fixed bulge tests
without axial feeding force will reduce the bulge height and the equivalent
strain in a small range can be obtained.

On the other hand, a number of efforts have been made in the modelling
of tube hydraulic bulging processes with fixed and free end-conditions to de-
termine the flow stress curve of tested tubular materials. These developed
theoretical models are based on membrane theory where a force equilib-
rium equation is constructed on the thin element at the center of the bulge
deformation zone using the plane stress hypothesis28. Strain components
are calculated based on the volume constancy law and different geometri-
cal assumptions for the bulge profile shape such as a circular arc19, two
circumference arcs23,29, an eplliptical curve30,31 and a spline function21. A
detailed comparison of advantages and drawbacks for the above models is
presented in these works32–34, and isolated stress-strain solutions and ex-
cessive assumptions can reduce the accuracy of identified results using the
above methods. It should be pointed out that the inverse strategy has made
substantial progress in accuracy improvement of determined parameters for
tubular materials27,35. However, the application cases of the inverse scheme
focus on the free and fixed hydro bulging processes24,27,36–39, and fewer papers
have reported on the inverse strategy applied to the tube hydraulic bulge test
under axial compressive force.

In this study, T-shape hydraulic bulge tests under axial feeding force for
two types of thin-walled metal tubes have been performed on a multifunc-
tional hydraulic machine. An inverse framework combining the FE method
with the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is used to identify material param-
eters based on the experimental data collected from bulge tests. The paper
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structure is as follows: Section 2 presents all the experimental work includ-
ing tested tubular materials and experimental tools. The inverse strategy
and theoretical analysis to determine the parameters of tubular materials
are introduced in Section 3. In Section 4, the experimental data and results
comparison of identified material parameters obtained by different methods
are discussed. The main conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. Experimental work

2.1. Tested material

Hydraulic bulge tests were carried out for the thin-walled seamless tubes
made of EN AW 5409-O and EN AW 6060-O aluminium alloys. 5049-O alu-
minium is widely applied to the air cooling and heat exchanger system of
an automotive because of its excellent formability and corrosion resistance40.
The latter material is a common commercial aluminium alloy used in civil
and architecture engineering41. In the current study, the used tubular sam-
ples were fully annealed before actual experiments and their initial nominal
wall thickness and external diameter are 1.50mm and 32.00mm, respectively.
Tested specimens are cut into 150.00mm length from the same tube batch
to reduce unpredictable errors.

Figure 1: Experimental setup for tube hydraulic bulge test
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Figure 2: Dies and axial punches in experimental tools

Figure 3: Flow chart of the overall electrical system for hydraulic press

2.2. Experimental setup

A special hydraulic press is developed to perform the tube hydraulic bulge
test under axial feeding force for the above two materials. Fig. 1 presents
an overall view of this designed experimental equipment. The hydroforming
machine consists of the pressure system, clamping devices, tools and the
control system, in which a short-stroke vertical hydraulic cylinder is used
to provide enough closing force to lock the T-shape die during the forming
process. The longitudinal feeding force is provided by two axial hydraulic
cylinders that control the positions of the two punches at the same time.
Two punches can be easily replaced with various of sizes and dimensions to
achieve a more flexible test. The shape of the axial punch ends is a tapered
curve to avoid fluid leakages and pressure losses, which is shown in Fig. 2.
The combined utilization of a low-pressure pump and intensifier can deliver
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Figure 4: Approximate loading path for 5049-O and 6060-O aluminium alloys in hydraulic
bulge test

sufficient internal pressure, up to 80MPa in the current research.
To measure the axial displacement precisely, a digital position transducer

is installed on the punch end, which can record the accurate coordinate of
the axial punch during the forming process. At the same position, a force
transducer is integrated into it to acquire the punch force at different stages.
The sensor connected to a high pressure valve can measure the internal pres-
sure in the tube and the application of the closed-loop control system enables
the actual fluid pressure to reach the predefined value. A linear variable dif-
ferential transformer position sensor is used to collect the filling height of the
tube branches online. Fig. 3 shows a flow chart of the electrical system for
this hydraulic press. All operations including data acquisition and process
control will be completed on an industrial computer running the GNU/Linux
operating system.

2.3. Tube hydraulic bulge test

The T-shape tube hydraulic bulge test for aluminium alloys 5049-O and
6060-O is conducted on the machine shown in Fig. 1. A complete experi-
mental process can be divided into two stages. In the first step, the objective
is to generate a reasonable loading path, i.e., axial displacement versus in-
ternal pressure for the hydraulic bulge test. Several potential loading paths
obtained by an automatic optimization program are tested on the actual
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Table 1: Material constitutive parameters identified by tensile test for 5049-O aluminium
alloy
Circumferential position Yield strength(MPa) Ultimate tensile strength(MPa) Elongation(%) Strength coefficient(MPa) Hardening exponent

0◦ 73.36 226.47 12.94 431.52 0.323
90◦ 73.69 227.70 13.04 433.21 0.324
180◦ 69.22 224.61 13.37 431.38 0.325
270◦ 70.50 223.20 13.10 432.36 0.321

Mean value 71.69 225.50 13.11 432.12 0.323

press until a perfect tubular component that has no wrinkles and fractures
is produced. Furthermore, three tubular samples are repeatedly tested using
the selected loading path to ensure its effectiveness and robustness. Fig. 4
presents the optimized loading path for two aluminium alloys.

In the second stage, thin-walled aluminium alloy tubes are bulged under
internal fluid pressure and axial compressive force. The loading path follows
the one obtained in the first stage, and the feedback control system can
guarantee that the actual loading path is consistent with the definition. The
experimental data, i.e., filling height, axial feeding force and punch axial
displacement, is recorded online by the data acquisition system while the pole
thickness at the tube center is manually measured after the deformation.

Figure 5: Illustration of how tensile specimens are cut from the tested tube at different
circumferential positions

2.4. Tensile test

The universal tensile test is conducted to determine the mechanical prop-
erty and flow stress curve of used tubular materials. Tension specimens are
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Figure 6: Schematic diagram of T-shape tube hydraulic bulge test

Table 2: Material constitutive parameters identified by tensile test for 6060-O aluminium
alloy
Circumferential position Yield strength(MPa) Ultimate tensile strength(MPa) Elongation(%) Strength coefficient(MPa) Hardening exponent

0◦ 54.88 115.40 9.68 201.94 0.221
90◦ 54.58 114.01 8.95 202.99 0.223
180◦ 53.73 114.00 9.78 199.48 0.222
270◦ 54.72 113.90 9.16 202.65 0.222

Mean value 54.48 114.33 9.39 201.77 0.222

cut at four different positions, i.e., 0◦, 90◦, 180◦ and 270◦, along the circum-
ferential direction on the used tubes. Their sizes and dimensions follow the
ASTM E8 standard42. Fig. 5 illustrates how tension specimens are cut from
the tubular materials in the longitudinal direction. All tests are performed
on an electrical universal testing machine from Instron corporation, and the
punch velocity is 4mm/min at room temperature. A mechanical extensome-
ter is used to measure the deformation data like the displacement and load
of tension samples during the test. All collected experimental data will be
used to determine the parameters of tubular materials.

3. Parameter identification method

The T-shape hydraulic bulge test is an experimental characterization
method to describe mechanical properties of tubular materials, which can
reproduce the actual process condition in a tube hydroforming operation
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Figure 7: Illustration of the flow chart of inverse strategy utilized in parameter identifica-
tion based on hydraulic bulge test

and generate the basic database for the identification of material constitutive
parameters. Fig. 6 illustrates the schematic diagram for the T-shape tube hy-
draulic bulge test. Various analytical and numerical models are developed for
the bulging process and their advantages and limitations are presented32,34.
In the following sections, two types of models are used as post-processing
procedures to identify material constitutive parameters. One is an analytical
model based on energy theory, and the other is an inverse model combining
FE simulations with gradient-based algorithms.

3.1. Analytical model

The classical slab method is widely used for the modelling of hydraulic
bulge tests of axisymmetrical tubular components, which can determine the
stress-strain curve analytically by solving a force equilibrium equation de-
fined on a small element of hydroformed parts26. However, this theoretical
approach can not analyze and describe the T-shape tube hydraulic bulge pro-
cess because the final hydroformed parts are not axisymmetrical and angled
branches increase the complexity of boundary conditions. The energy theory
provides a possibility to analyze the T-shape tube hydraulic bulging process
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without considering force balance equations and boundary conditions.
As shown in Fig. 6, the T-shape tube hydraulic bulging process can be

considered as a plane strain case where the strain component in the longitu-
dinal direction can be neglected, i.e., εx = 0. From the condition of volume
constancy, the radial and circumferential strain on the branch center can be
calculated as:

εt = ln
t

t0
(1)

εθ = −(εt + εx) (2)

where t0 and t are the initial and final tube wall thickness. Mises yield
criterion and the associated isotropic hardening model are used in the current
study; the effective strain εe can be derived as:

ε̄e =

√
2

3

√
(εt − εθ)2 + (εθ − εx)2 + (εx − εt)2 (3)

Based on the principle of energy balance, the external total power J∗

required in the hydro bulging process consists of the following terms, which
can be expressed by the formula:

J∗ = Ẇi + Ẇf + Ẇb (4)

in which Ẇi, Ẇf and Ẇb represent internal deformation power, contact sur-
face friction power and additional power, respectively. On a kinematically
admissible velocity field with discontinuous lines S with sliding U̇ , they can
be defined as43:

J∗ = 2FtU̇ (5)

Ẇi =
σ̄tπ(d20 − d2i )

2
√

3
U̇ (6)

Ẇf =
σ̄tπcd0(L−D + h)√

3
U̇ (7)

Ẇb =
Pπd2iD

2L
U̇ (8)

Substituting equations (5), (6), (7), (8) into (4), an approximate formula
to calculate the flow stress obtained by the hydraulic bulge test can be derived
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as:

σ̄t =

√
3(4FtL− Pπd2iD)

πL[d20 − d2i + 2cd0(L−D + h)]
(9)

in which Ft is the total forming load and P is the internal fluid pressure.
d0 and di are the initial outer and inner diameter of tested tubes. L is the
original tube length and c is the shear friction coefficient. D is the axial
punch displacement and h is the filling height.

It is evident that the flow stress and corresponding strain can be identified
using the above equations based on the recorded experimental data such as
axial feeding force, bulge height and so on. Hollomon isotropic hardening
law is used to describe the strain-stress relationship of thin-walled aluminium
alloy tubes, which can be written as:

σ̄ = Kε̄m (10)

where K is the strength coefficient and m is the hardening exponent.

3.2. Inverse strategy

Inverse modelling techniques are widely used in the identification of ma-
terial constitutive parameters for metal forming processes. They integrates
FE simulations, optimization algorithms and actual physical experiments
and can determine more accurate results by eliminating the mechanical and
geometrical assumptions of classical analytical models. In this study, an
automatic inverse framework has been developed to identify the material
hardening parameters of aluminium alloy tubes.

The main principle behind the inverse analysis is to match experimental
data from T-shape tube hydraulic bulge tests with FE simulation outputs.
This fitting process is performed iteratively by adjusting design variables
using Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. When the cost function based on
the difference between experimental and simulated data is minimized, the
iterative process will be terminated and the optimum solution is identified.
Fig. 7 illustrates the flow chart of the inverse scheme utilized in parameter
identification based on the T-shape tube hydraulic bulge test.

Objective functions are defined to evaluate the fitting quality between
numerical results and experimental observations. Furthermore, a suitable
cost function can determine more accurate material parameters and enable
the optimization process to be more robust. The T-branch height, internal
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pressure, punch displacement and axial feeding force in the T-shape tube
hydraulic bulge test are recorded as experimental data. The corresponding
simulated results can be calculated by FE models. To correlate these two
databases, the definition of the objective function follows the sum of least
square errors, which can be written as:

f1 = β1f11 + β2f12 + β3f13 (11)

f11 =

n1∑

p=1

[ωp(h
exp
p − hsimp )]2 (12)

f12 =

n2∑

q=1

[ωq(t
exp
q − tsimq )]2 (13)

f13 =

n3∑

r=1

[ωr(F
exp
r − F sim

r )]2 (14)

in which β1, β2, β3 are the scaling factors for different parts in the objective
function, which satisfy β1 + β2 + β3 = 1. F , h and t represent the axial
feeding force, T-branch height and pole thickness, respectively. n1, n2, n3

are the number of collected different types of experimental data. ω is the
weighting coefficient for the pth point in the sub-objective function, which
can be expressed as:

ωp = M
hexpp∑n1

p=1

∑n2

q=1

∑n3

r=1(h
exp
p + texpq + F exp

r )
(15)

in which M is the total number of various experimental indicators, i.e., M =
n1 + n2 + n3. The other two weighting coefficients in the objective function
can be expressed by similar formulas.

Hollomon’s power hardening model is used to describe the stress-strain
behaviour of tubular materials in work hardening. The strength coefficient
K and hardening exponent m in this equation are considered as the design
variables, i.e., x = [K,m]. There are no special constraints on these two
design parameters except that they must be greater than zero because the
material behaviour should conform to the real physical world. This trust re-
gion scheme will be activated and ensure that all design variables are within
a reasonable range once the new parameter to be solved exceeds the prede-
termined search space.
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Figure 8: FE model for the T-shape tube hydraulic bulge process

Fig. 8 presents the FE model of the T-shape tube hydraulic bulge pro-
cess. The tube, punches and dies constitute the entire model where 3D brick
elements with eight nodes are assigned to the first two parts, and the latter
part is set as a rigid body with four nodes 2D shell elements. The type and
size of tubular materials used in the model are consistent with the actual
test and these details are shown in Section 2.1. Mises yield criterion and
isotropic power hardening law denote the material stress-strain behaviour.
In the simulation, the movement of two punches and internal fluid pressure
curves follow the loading path recorded in the actual experiment, as shown in
Fig. 4. The friction between the workpiece and dies is described by Coulomb
law with 0.1 of the friction coefficient. To reduce the computation time, the
mass scaling factor is introduced into the FE model. Moreover, due to the
symmetry of the geometry, material properties and loads, a half of FE model
for the whole assembly is constructed to improve calculation efficiency as
well.

The inverse problem can be considered as an optimization problem to be
solved, and an improved Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm44 is constructed to
minimize the objective function defined in equation (11) with respect to the
design variable x = [K,m] subject to specific constraints. The ellipsoidal
trust region scheme is introduced into the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm
to solve the approximated model and can remove the influence of poor scal-
ing problems in the numerical optimization, where the magnitude of design
variables, i.e., the strength coefficient and hardening exponent, has different
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Table 3: Typical experimental data obtained by T-shape tube hydraulic bulge test for
5049-O aluminium alloy
Stage No. Punch displacement(mm) Internal pressure(MPa) Filling height(mm) Axial feeding force(kN)

1 1.04 0.39 0.17 28.33
2 5.15 15.94 4.70 50.23
3 9.27 18.60 8.17 59.04
4 13.40 20.65 10.79 68.03
5 17.51 22.52 13.44 76.83
6 21.64 24.20 16.28 84.92
7 25.75 26.63 19.36 93.99
8 29.85 29.34 22.66 103.28
9 36.02 34.23 28.94 119.21

orders.
Identified material parameters from the tensile test are chosen as the

starting point for the inverse model, then a new point can be defined as:

xnew = x + [J(x)TJ(x) + µD(x)TD(x)]J(x)Tf(x) (16)

where J(x) is the Jocabian matrix of the objective function at the current
point and can be obtained using the finite difference method. D(x) is a
diagonal matrix that enables the algorithm invariant and is calculated based
on the information from the first derivative of the objective function. The
damping parameter µ can control the searching direction and step size for
the next iteration.

During the optimization, material parameters are updated by the equa-
tion (16) step by step. When the gradient of the objective function or the
change of x is less than a small positive constant ε given by users, the iter-
ation process will be terminated. Moreover, a maximum iteration number
kmax is defined as a safeguard to avoid an infinite loop and the stopping
criteria can be expressed as:

‖xnew − x‖ ≤ ε1(‖x‖+ ε1) (17)

‖J(xnew)Tf(xnew)‖ ≤ ε2 (18)

4. Results and discussion

In this section, the obtained experimental results and their comparisons
will be discussed. The recorded tensile data is translated into the true strain-
stress curves and corresponding material parameters can be determined using
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Figure 9: True stress-strain curve determined by tensile test for 5049-O aluminium alloy

the least square fitting method. Figs. 9 and 10 present the true stress-strain
curves identified by tensile tests for 5049-O and 6060-O aluminium alloys.
The difference among stress-strain curves at different circumferential posi-
tions is so small that it can be ignored. It can be concluded that the two
types of materials show strong isotropic features after the fully annealing
heat treatment process, and the isotropic power hardening law can be used
to describe the deformation behaviour in the forming process. Tables 1 and 2
present the material property such as yield stress, ultimate strength and fit-
ted constitutive coefficients for aluminium alloys 5049-O and 6060-O, which

Table 4: Typical experimental data obtained by T-shape tube hydraulic bulge test for
6060-O aluminium alloy
Stage No. Punch displacement(mm) Internal pressure(MPa) Filling height(mm) Axial feeding force(kN)

1 1.06 6.70 0.32 32.39
2 4.13 10.91 3.90 43.42
3 7.24 11.71 6.39 49.52
4 10.34 12.63 8.01 54.72
5 13.43 13.56 9.81 58.68
6 19.64 15.98 13.52 68.76
7 25.86 18.48 18.17 76.23
8 32.01 20.07 23.39 84.53
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Figure 10: True stress-strain curve determined by tensile test for 6060-O aluminium alloy

Table 5: Comparison of identified constitutive parameters based on bulge test and tensile
tests
Experimental type

6060-O aluminium alloy 5049-O aluminium alloy
Strength coefficient(MPa) Hardening exponenet Strength coefficient(MPa) Hardening exponent

Bulge test
Inverse scheme 270.63 0.201 374.60 0.320

Analytical method 212.47 0.350 403.06 0.460
Tensile test 201.77 0.222 432.12 0.323

show consistent results with the above Figs. 9 and 10 as well.
Fig. 11 presents the original and bulged tubular components for alu-

minium alloys 5049-O and 6060-O. It can be observed that these deformed
samples have no fracture and wrinkling, which means the defined loading
path can produce perfect components and generate the reasonable experi-
mental databases for the parameter identification process. Tables 3 and 4
show the part of the measured data at different bulging stages for aluminium
alloys 5049-O and 6060-O. The developed inverse strategy is used to de-
termine the strength coefficient and hardening exponent by reducing the
difference between the experimental data and simulated predictions.

The iteration history of two design variables is shown in Fig. 12, where the
identified parameters from the tensile test are chosen as the initial points.
Fig. 13 illustrates the changing process of the objective function and its
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Figure 11: Hydro bulged specimens before and after test for aluminium alloys 5049-O and
6060-O

gradient during the automatic identification. As the results indicate, the
strength coefficient K and hardening exponent m gradually converge to the
optimal value while the objective function and its gradient are reduced to the
lower level close to zero after fewer iterations, which proves that the inverse
modelling strategy can be applied to identify material parameters for the
T-shape tube hydraulic bulge process with axial feeding force and it shows a
good performance in terms of the robustness and efficiency.

The other analytical model described in Section 3.1 is also selected as
a post-processing procedure to fit the experimental data using the power
hardening law. The material parameters identified by the theoretical model
and other methods are presented in Table 5. It can be observed that the
values of strength coefficient and hardening exponent of 5049-O and 6060-O
aluminium tubes determined by the bulge test and tensile test have a large
discrepancy because the strain range in the uniaxial tensile test is 10% −
20%, but it can be higher than 100% in the hydraulic bulge test. Moreover,
material parameters calculated by the inverse strategy and analytical model
based on the bulge test are quite different, and one reason for this is that
the inverse scheme combines the incremental theory with the gradient-based
optimization algorithm while the theoretical model is based on membrane
theory with geometrical and mechanical assumptions.

To evaluate the accuracy of the obtained results, T-shape tube hydro-
forming processes under different loading paths are performed for 5049-O
and 6060-O thin-walled aluminium alloys, and corresponding FE simulations
are conducted using material parameters obtained by above three methods.
The predicted T-branch height and axial feeding force are used to compare
with that recorded during the experiments. Figs. 14 and 15 present the
comparison of punch displacement versus T-branch height between FE sim-
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Figure 12: Iteration history of two design variables

Table 6: Quantitative comparisons between FE predictions and experimental values for
5049-O and 6060-O aluminium alloys

Data type Reference Model
5049-O aluminium 6060-O aluminium

Max(%) Mean(%) Min(%) Max(%) Mean(%) Min(%)
Bulge height Experiment Tensile test 12.46 7.24 4.68 17.68 15.37 8.98

Inverse model 6.31 1.31 0.12 8.25 2.11 0.003
Theoretical model 2.99 2.06 0.28 28.13 26.40 21.85

Punch force Experiment Tensile test 12.52 8.74 6.11 22.29 20.74 19.88
Inverse model 3.49 2.06 0.19 2.13 1.15 0.30

Theoretical model 10.30 5.40 0.32 30.57 27.33 23.74

ulated outputs and experimental measured values for 5060-O and 6060-O
aluminium.

It can be observed that the predicted bulge height using material pa-
rameters obtained from the tensile test differs greatly with the experimental
values. Further, FE outputs with the inverse model based on the bulge test
have the best agreement with the experiment data among them while the an-
alytical model leads to a slight increase of the fitting error. The comparison
of punch displacement versus axial feeding force between FE predictions and
experimental measurements for two materials is shown in Figs. 16 and 17.
The inverse strategy based on bulge tests shows a better fitting quality com-
pared with the analytical model and tensile test. A similar phenomenon is
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Figure 13: Iteration history of the objective function and its gradient

due to the maximum effective strain before necking in the tensile test being
lower than that in the bulge test and the biaxial stress state in the bulge test
being closer to the one in the actual hydroforming process.

For more in-depth comparisons, the resulting error between FE predic-
tions and experimental measurements is quantified using the maximum, mean
and minimum of variation values, where the average value of the relative de-
viation can be expressed as: Ψ = 1/N

∑N
i=1((D

i
exp −Di

sim)/Di
exp). N is the total

number of experimental points. Di
exp and Di

sim represent the experimental
and simulated results, respectively. Table 6 summarises the quantitative
comparisons of all types of experimental data for 5049-O and 6060-O alu-
minium alloys. Figs. 18 and 19 graphically show the most representative
mean relative error obtained by different methods.

From the results presented, it is evident that the mean deviations of 7.24%
of the T-branch height and 8.74% of the punch force predicted by the tensile
test are higher than corresponding values of 2.06% and 5.40% obtained by the
analytical model for the 5049-O aluminium alloy. For the 6060-O aluminium
alloy, the theoretical model presents a larger relative error to the experimental
data compared with the tensile test with respect to the bulge height and
compressive force. It is worth pointing out that the inverse model produces
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Figure 14: Comparison of FE outputs and experimental data of punch displacement versus
T-branch height for 5049-O aluminium

the smallest fitting gap to the measured bulge height and punch force for
two types of tubular materials. One possible reason is that the hydraulic
bulge test reproduces similar loading conditions to the tube forming process,
and the inverse model based on the incremental theory eliminates excessive
assumptions in the classical theoretical model.
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Figure 15: Comparison of FE outputs and experimental data of punch displacement versus
T-branch height for 6060-O aluminium

Figure 16: Comparison of FE outputs and experimental data of punch displacement versus
axial feeding force for 5049-O aluminium
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Figure 17: Comparison of FE outputs and experimental data of punch displacement versus
axial feeding force for 6060-O aluminium

Figure 18: Different mean errors obtained by three methods for 5049-O aluminium
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Figure 19: Different mean errors obtained by three methods for 6060-O aluminium
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5. Conclusions

To evaluate stress-strain characteristics of tubular materials at the large
strain range, hydraulic bulging tests under axial compressive force have been
performed. An intelligent inverse strategy integrating FE simulations with
gradient-based optimization algorithms is proposed to process and analyze
the collected T-branch height, punch displacement and axial feeding force
during the experiment. The determined material parameters using the in-
verse scheme based on the novel bulge test are compared with that obtained
by the tensile test and a theoretical analysis. The main conclusions can be
drawn as follows:

(1) The values of the strength coefficient and hardening exponent of EN
AW 5049-O and 6060-O aluminium tubes calculated by the above three meth-
ods are different, and the hydraulic bulge test can characterize the mechani-
cal properties of tubular materials in the range of larger strains and reduce
the extrapolation of stress-strain data in FE simulations compared with the
uniaxial tensile test.

(2) The proposed automatic inverse identification framework can be ex-
tended to the tube hydraulic bulge test under axial compressive force, and its
capabilities for post-processing experimental resources have been verified by
characterizing two different types of thin-walled tubes. The analytical model
is a simple method to determine the stress-strain data from the bulge test
compared with the complex inverse strategy and can sometimes improve the
results accuracy compared with that from the uniaxial tensile test.

(3) Predicted bulge height and axial feeding force from FE simulations
using material parameters identified by the inverse modelling technique, an-
alytical model based on the bulge test and uniaxial tensile test are used for
comparison with the experimental data. The results show that the inverse
model leads to the smallest fitting error between numerical and experimental
values, which means the intelligent inverse identification framework is the
most accurate post-processing procedure to characterize mechanical proper-
ties of tubular materials.
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A B S T R A C T   

The paper presents a hybrid strategy to determine constitutive parameters for thin-walled tubes based on 
experimental responses from hydraulic bulge tests. This developed procedure integrates the analytical model, 
finite element analysis and gradient-based optimization algorithm, where initial guesses of material parameters 
are generated quickly by a theoretical method, then they are input to an inverse framework integrating Gauss- 
Newton algorithm and finite element method. The solving for this inverse problem leads to a more accurate 
identification of material parameters by reducing the discrepancies between simulated results and experimental 
data. To evaluate its feasibility and performance, hydraulic bulge tests with different end-conditions for annealed 
6060 and 5049 aluminium tubes are carried out. The strength coefficient and hardening exponent are deter-
mined using the hybrid strategy based on the collected measurements in the experiment. These material pa-
rameters are used to compare with those obtained by a single analytical model and inverse model. The 
comparison validates that the proposed hybrid strategy is not sensitive to starting points and can improve the 
calculation efficiency and determine more accurate constitutive parameters.   

1. Introduction 

With the latest development of computing power, finite element(FE) 
method has become a widely used and standard technique to model and 
investigate tube hydroforming processes in industry or science com-
munity [1,2]. It not only can help engineers and researchers to design 
desired products by analyzing stress and strain distribution and pre-
dicting the shape and size of deformed tubular specimens [3], but can 
evaluate tube damages and forming limits on the whole production cycle 
instead of trial and error method of physical experiments [4,5]. One of 
the most critical prerequisites for a successful FE modelling is the input 
data of accurate tubular material constitutive parameters, which can be 
obtained by different post-processing procedures for a variety of mate-
rial testing methods and responses [6–9]. 

The hydraulic bulging test has proven to be a simple and effective 
method to determine the flow stress curve for tubular materials [10,11], 
which can reproduce deformation stress state in the tube forming 
operation and is a better alternative to evaluate the overall mechanical 
characteristics of tubes compared with the tensile test [12], hoop tension 

test [13,14], axial and lateral compression test [6,15]. Hydro-bulging 
equipment can construct flexible end-condition such as fixed ends 
[16], free ends [17,18] and forced ends [19] for tubular specimens and 
investigate their yielding and hardening behaviour under bi-axial and 
three-dimensional stress state [20]. During the test, the bugle diameter, 
thickness of meridian center point and corresponding liquid pressure are 
easily recorded. Then, theoretical models and fitting algorithms are used 
to further estimate the experimental data and determine the material 
stress-strain relationship. 

Most of the existing analytical methods for modelling hydraulic 
bulge processes are based on the principle of membrane mechanics. 
Stress and strain tensors are determined separately by solving the force 
equilibrium equation and simplified plastic condition, and then these 
values are used to fit the assumed material model formula. Hwang et al. 
[18] propose a flow stress model in which stress components are derived 
based on force equilibrium and a plane stress hypothesis for deformed 
tubes, and strain components are calculated by assuming the bulge 
profile shape as an ellipse. Analytical models developed in subsequent 
works are similar to the classical Hwang model, where the stress formula 
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in Hwang model is still used while the profile shape on the tube bulge 
region could be regarded as an circumference arc [21,22], spline func-
tion [17] and so on. It is obvious that all the above analytical models can 
guarantee the uniqueness and stability of the identified material pa-
rameters, but the application of geometrical and mechanical assump-
tions reduces the accuracy of these models. 

Inverse modelling techniques can be used to estimate material 
constitutive parameters, which allows a more accurate parameter 
determination by eliminating the mechanical and geometrical hypoth-
esis in classical theoretical analysis [23,24]. However, extensive 
research has been applied to determine the mechanical properties for 
sheet metals using different physical experiments [25–28] and limited 
work is performed for tubular materials. Based on various experimental 
tests, the inverse strategy combining corresponding FE models with 
different algorithms is developed to determine constitutive parameters 
for thin-walled tubes [29–32]. Although the utilization of inverse 
modelling method makes it possible to evaluate with better accuracy for 
responses from tube bulging tests, the introduction of FE models causes 
expensive calculation time [33]. Therefore, many scientists focus on 
improving the performance of optimization algorithms. 

Classical gradient-based optimization algorithms like steepest 
descent, Gauss-Newton and Levenberg-Marquardt method, etc. [34] can 
solve the inverse problem with small residuals efficiently, but they are 
heavily dependent on the initial guesses and easily fall into the local 
minimum, especially in multi-objective optimization [35]. Another 
group of popular algorithms are called bioinspired approaches such as 
genetic algorithm, simulated annealing and so on which imitate some 
behaviours of natural and biological system and tends to find a global 
optimum for multi-objective optimization problems. However, one 
drawback for bioinspired algorithms is the requirement of a large 
number of function evaluations and this situation is particularly prom-
inent in expensive FE model calculation [36]. The other type of way to 
solve inverse problem is meta-model based algorithms which use 
approximated model to replace sophisticated FE modelling. Response 
surface methodology, sequential kriging method, and neural networks 
are typical representatives of approximation models [33,37,38]. These 
algorithms not only can allow distributed and parallel calculations, but 
do not need the sensitivity analysis. One of the disadvantages of the 
approximation algorithm is that it only can get an approximate optimum 
rather than a real optimal result. 

Several hybrid optimization strategies have been constructed to take 
advantages of selected algorithms and further improve the performance 
of inverse framework [30,35,39–43]. It is worth pointing out, a fuzzy 
logic-based approach is applied to choose the most reliable result from 
various material parameters calculated by common least square algo-
rithms [40]. Ponthot et al. explore many possibilities of combining 
different gradient-based methods to determine material coefficients in 
hardening model based on cylindrical bar compression test [41]. A ge-
netic algorithm is used to generate the initial points near the global 
minimums and then activate gradient-based algorithm to determine the 
optimum solution quickly while avoiding the local minimum trap [35]. 
Moreover, virtual orthogonal experiment [30], response surface design 
[33] and evolutionary alogirthm [42] also provide more possibilities for 
mapping searching space of design variables to perform inverse 
parameter identification process efficiently. This cascade strategy is still 
time-consuming because of the utilization of the global searching algo-
rithm in its first stage. 

This study aims to find the global optimum for tubular material pa-
rameters efficiently by making full use of two different types of hy-
draulic bulge tests with fixed and forced end-condition. The research 
advances and challenges are described in state of the art of Section 1. In 
this paper, a novel hybrid strategy combining theoretical analysis with 
inverse model is developed to determine constitutive parameters of 
tubular material, which characterizes with improved efficiency and 
accuracy. The structure and working principle of this new strategy are 
described in detail in Section 2. To validate the feasibility and 

performance of the proposed hybrid framework, two application cases 
on using this hybrid scheme to determine material properties of 5049 
and 6060 aluminium tubes are presented in Section 3. In Section 4, 
identified material parameters using different models and their com-
parison for computational accuracy and efficiency are discussed. The 
main conclusions are drawn in Section 5. 

2. The hybrid strategy 

The developed hybrid scheme is a special framework for determining 
mechanical properties of tubular materials and combines theoretical 
analysis, FE model, optimization technique and responses from hy-
draulic bulge test, which can be divided into two stages. The purpose of 
the first stage is to produce the starting values in the vicinity of the 
optimal solution using a classical theoretical method named Hwang 
model [18]. Reasonable searching spaces can be found efficiently 
because of the simplicity and robustness of this analytical model. In the 
second stage, initial guesses from the first step will be imported into an 
inverse strategy which integrating FE model and Gauss-Newton algo-
rithm to identify the final material parameters by reducing the error 
between experimental and simulated outputs. Gauss-Newton algorithm 
can converge to the minimum quickly near the global optimum solution 
and the introduction of FE models further improves the accuracy of 
results. Fig. 1 illustrates the flow chart of this hybrid strategy applied on 
the parameter identification for tubular materials. 

2.1. Theoretical analysis 

Hydraulic bulge test is an advanced material characterization tech-
nique where tubular specimens are deformed under hydraulic pressures 
with or without axial feeding forces, which can be divided into three 
categories, 1)free bulge test; 2)fixed bulge test; 3) forced bulge test, 
according to the different end-condition of tubular samples. The same 
theoretical analysis can be applied to both free and fixed bulging tests at 
the same time [44]. When considering the axial feeding force, the 
classical model needs to be updated. 

The slab method can be used to analyse tube hydraulic bulge process 
with free or fixed ends by defining an equilibrium equation on a small 
element at tube pole. Fig. 2 shows a schematic diagram of the hydraulic 
bulge process and several important geometrical parameters are marked 
in this plot. Typical analytical models for tube hydraulic bulge process 
with free and fixed end-condition are derived from membrane theory. 
The stress in the radial direction can be ignored because of the small 
ratio of tube thickness to diameter. Based on the force equilibrium 
conditions, stress components along longitudinal and circumferential 
direction can be written as [18]: 

σφ =
P(Rθo − t)2

2t(Rθo − t∕2)
(1)  

σθ =
P(Rθo − t)

2t(Rφo − t∕2)
(2Rφo − Rθo − t) (2) 

where t is the pole thickness at tube center under specified internal 
pressure P. Rθo and Rφo are the curvature radius along meridian and 
circumferential direction at the center of tubes, which can be expressed 
as [44]: 

Rφo =
L2(R0 + h)

4h(2R0 + h)
(3)  

Rθo = R0 + h (4) 

in which R0 is the initial outer radius, L is the length of the tube 
deformation zone and h is the bulge height. When these data are 
measured in the experiment, strain components in axial and hoop di-
rections can be given as: 
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εr = ln
t
t0

(5)  

εθ = ln
(Rθo − t0∕2)
(R0 − t0∕2)

(6)  

Based on the volume constancy in metal plastic forming, the strain in 
longitudinal direction can be derived as: 

εφ = − (εr + εθ) (7) 

One-sided tube hydraulic bulge test with axial feeding force, which is 
illustrated in Fig. 3, can be used to characterize mechanical properties of 
tubular materials which are formed into complex components with 
angled branches such as T-shape, X-shape and Y-shape. Traditional slab 
methods are difficult to describe this forming process because of the 
poor symmetry of parts and the introduction of axial forces. Theoretical 
approaches based on energy balance provide a possibility to analyze this 

complex forming process [45]. Filho et al. [46] apply the upper bound 
method to calculate the total forming load for T-shape tube forming 
process using an elastomer as internal medium. Strano et al. [47] use a 
simple inverse approach based on energy balance to identify the 
strain-stress curve of tubular materials. Although the accuracy of the 
calculated parameters is low, but they can still be considered as the 
initial value of the inverse model. 

In tube hydraulic bulge test with axial force, the tube deformation is 

       Input New 
Material Parameters

Inverse Model

Experimental ResultsObject Function

Automatic Adjustment

Identified Material   
       Coefficients

Is the Optimum
     Reached?

NO YES

       Theoretical Analysis

Constitutive Parameters 
      To Be Determined

Fig. 1. Illustration of the flow chart for the proposed hybrid framework.  
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the tube hydraulic bulge test with fixed 
end-condition. 

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the tube hydraulic bulge test with forced 
end-condition. 
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assumed as a plane strain state i.e. the longitudinal strain is zero. Strain 
components along radial and hoop direction can be written as [46]: 

εr = ln
t
t0

(8)  

εθ = − εr (9)  

According to the energy theory, the power balance can be written as 
[46]: 

J∗ = Ẇb + Ẇi + Ẇf (10)  

where J* is the external power, Ẇb, Ẇi, Ẇf are additional power applied 
on internal pressure medium, internal power and contact surface friction 
power, respectively. The derivation and solution of the above equations 
can produce an approximate formula to calculate the flow stress as [46]: 

σt =

̅̅̅
3

√
(FtL0 − AiPY)

πL0[R2
0 − (R0 − t)2

+ cR0(L0 − Y + h)]
(11)  

in which L0 is the initial length of a tube, Ft is the total external forming 
force, Y is the axial punch displacement, Ai is the area of punch cross 
section, c is the shear friction coefficient. It can be seen that more 
experimental data needs to be collected in tube hydraulic bulge test with 
axial feeding force. 

According to the von Mises yield criterion, the effective stress and 
strain can be described as below: 

σ =
1̅
̅̅
2

√

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

(σr − σθ)
2
+ (σθ − σφ)

2
+ (σφ − σr)

2
√

(12)  

ε =

̅̅̅
2

√

3

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

(εr − εθ)
2
+ (εθ − εφ)

2
+ (εφ − εr)

2
√

(13)  

Therefore, the equivalent stress and strain under different pressure 
levels in two types of hydraulic tests can be obtained using presented 
equations above. 

2.2. FE analysis and constitutive model 

LS-DYNA FE software is used to simulate tube hydraulic forming 
processes with or without axial compressive force. The tubular specimen 
is meshed with hexahedral solid elements and the dies are set as a rigid 
body. The contact friction between the workpiece and the die is 
described by Coulomb’s law. Internal fluid pressure and punch feeding 
displacement are collected in the experiments and the recorded data is 
imported into FE models. 

The constitutive model contains the yield criterion and hardening 
law, which can describe the mechanical behaviour of tubular materials. 
In our current research, the selected material is a fully annealed 
aluminium alloy which features isotropic properties. Thus, von Mises 
yield criterion and power isotropic hardening law are assigned to solid 
elements, which can be defined as: 

σ = Kεm (14)  

where K is the strength coefficient and m is the strain hardening expo-
nent. These two values are also material parameters to be determined. 

2.3. Objective function and constraint 

An accurate determination of material parameters is very dependent 
on a reasonable cost function. The commonly used definition for 
objective functions are the sum of least square differences between 
simulated and experimental data, which proved to be a great success in 
parameter identification of metal forming processes [48,49]. However, 
some material parameters have different units or a wide magnitude of 
values, which can cause convergence difficulties or poor solution 

accuracy. In this research, the logarithm form is introduced to define the 
error between the experimental and calculated data and the sum of these 
values constitutes the objective function [50]. 

In free hydraulic bulge test, the bulge height and pole thickness are 
considered as a part of the optimization objective. Following the least 
square structure, the cost function can be defined as below: 

f1 = αf11 + (1 − α)f12 (15)  

f 11 =
∑n1

i=1

[

ωiln
(

1 +

(
hexp

i − hsim
i

)

hexp
i

)]2

(16)  

f 12 =
∑n2

j=1

[

ωjln

(

1 +

(
texp
j − tsim

j

)

texp
j

)]2

(17)  

For hydraulic bulge test with axial force, more experimental data 
measured in the experiment need to be taken into the objective function 
in addition to the bulge height and thickness, which can be written as 
following: 

f2 = α1f21 + α2f22 + α3f23 (18)  

f21 =
∑n1

i=1

[

ωiln
(

1 +

(
hexp

i − hsim
i

)

hexp
i

)]2

(19)  

f 22 =
∑n2

j=1

[

ωjln

(

1 +

(
texp
j − tsim

j

)

texp
j

)]2

(20)  

f23 =
∑n3

k=1

[

ωkln
(

1 +

(
Fexp

k − Fsim
k

)

Fexp
k

)]2

(21)  

where h, t and F are the bulge height, pole thickness and axial feeding 
force, respectively. n is the number of recorded experimental data. ω is 
the weighted coefficient for different terms in the cost function, which 
can be expressed as: 

ωi = N
hexp

i∑n1
i=1
∑n2

j=1
∑n3

k=1(h
exp
i + texp

j + Fexp
k )

(22)  

in which N is the total number of various experimental indicators. The 
remaining weighted coefficient in the cost function can be obtained by 
similar formulas. 

In the hybrid framework, there are no many specified constraints on 
the material parameters because the flexibility and stability of this 
strategy needs to be verified. However, all constitutive parameters have 
to be ensured positive based on a real material behaviour. In the opti-
mization process, the constraint that the strength coefficient and hard-
ening exponent are larger than zero should be activated when the 
identified parameters are outside of the specified searching region. 

2.4. Optimization method 

A classical gradient-based method i.e. Gauss-Newton algorithm is 
used in the current study. The basic idea of Gauss-Newton algorithm 
[34] is to produce a quadratic approximation to the cost function at a 
given starting point. Then the approximated objective function will be 
minimized by an iterative procedure until the optimum point is found. 
When the Hessian matrix of the approximated function is positive def-
inite, Gauss-Newton method can find the optimal solution with fewer 
iterations. However, the cost function is always so strongly nonlinear in 
parameter identification that causes some numerical convergence 
problems. 

On the other hand, an initial point around the vicinity of the solution 
can produce a positive definite Hessian matrix and a good quadratic 
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function approximation to the objective function, where this algorithm 
can converge to the optimum point quickly. In order to improve the 
calculation speed and robustness of the algorithm, analytical model in 
Section 2.1 is used to generate the initial guesses at the neighborhood of 
the optimum and the application of trust region constraint instead of line 
search method enables it possible to solve a non-convex approximate 
quadratic function. In addition, the approximation of the Hessian matrix 
for the objective function is performed by the finite difference method. 
The structure of Gauss-Newton algorithm with trust region strategy is 
illustrated in Table 1. 

3. Experimental procedure 

3.1. Sample material and geometry 

Two types of tubular materials are used in this study, one of which is 
the fully annealed 5049 aluminium alloy tube made in China whose 
outer diameter is 50.00 mm and thickness is 1.086 mm. The total length 
of tubular samples in the test is 300.00 mm. The other one is the thin- 
walled EN-AW 6060-O aluminium alloy tube with the dimension 
32.00 mm×1.50 mm×150.00 mm(diameter × thickness × length). In 
order to improve the accuracy of the experimental data, all tested 
tubular samples are cut from the same batch of supplied tubes. 

3.2. Testing tool and method 

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed hybrid strategy, 
tube hydraulic bulge tests with and without axial feeding force are 
performed separately. Free hydraulic bugle tests for 5049-O aluminum 
tubes are carried out on an internal pressure press and a schematic di-
agram of this machine is illustrated in Fig. 4, where the tube ends are 
locked by a setup on this machine and the tube center part is freely 
expanded by the internal fluid pressure. Different pressure levels are 
applied on tested tubes and the bulge height and pole thickness are 
measured after deformation. The collected experimental data i.e. curves 
of the fluid pressure versus bulge height and pole thickness is used as the 
optimization objective in the developed hybrid framework. 

One-sided hydraulic bulge tests with axial force for EN-AW 6060-O 
aluminium tubes are performed on an internal pressure-axial compres-
sion machine which is illustrated in Fig. 5. During the test, the axial 
feeding force from two punches and internal fluid pressure from an 
intensifier can be applied to tubular specimens at the same time. The 
filling height of the tube branch can be recorded online and the thickness 
at the top of specimens is measured after deformation. Besides, the axial 
compressive force and punch displacement are collected and imported 
into the hybrid strategy, which enable the simulation process more ac-
curate and stable. 

A remote high performance computer cluster named Hill is deployed 
to run FE simulations and solve the optimization design program, which 
is more powerful than a single computer in terms of computing perfor-
mance. Hill cluster consists of five nodes and each node is running the 
Ubuntu GNU/Linux operating system which has 28 cores of Intel Xeon 
E5–2697 CPUs and 251GB of RAM. In the computation process, the 
number of CPUs and memory size are specified and set to the same to 

compare the running speed of different optimization strategies. 

4. Results and discussion 

As shown above, two types of hydraulic tests for different tubular 
materials have been carried out to evaluate the effectiveness and 
robustness of the proposed hybrid framework. The experimental data 
and comparison results between this new strategy and other methods 
will be elaborated in this section. 

4.1. Tube hydraulic test with fixed end-condition 

The used material is thin-walled 5049-O aluminium alloy tube in free 
bulge test and the cut tubular specimens are expanded only under the 
internal fluid pressure. One deformed sample after the test is illustrated 
in Fig. 6 and the measured bulge height and pole thickness are partially 
shown in Fig. 7 and 8. The proposed hybrid strategy and inverse model 
are chosen as post-processing procedures to minimize the objective 
function for the experimental data. Identified material parameters and 
iteration information are presented in Table 2. 

As can be observed from the results, two different strategies can 
reduce the value of the cost function to a very low level and determine 
the corresponding constitutive coefficients in the defined hardening 
model. Meanwhile, material parameters obtained by the hybrid frame-
work can converge to the similar results even if the initial strength co-
efficient and hardening exponent are far from the optimal solution e.g. 
set 1 and 6. The inverse model determines the same optimal material 
parameters when the starting point is around the vicinity of the global 
minimum such as set 2, 3, and 4. However, it produces a local minimum 
e.g. set 1 and 5 when the starting point is not close to the optimum. 
Therefore, the hybrid framework is more flexible and stable than the 
single inverse model because the introduction of an analytical model 
make it to avoid the trap of local optimums. It can also be used to 
identify material coefficients in the constitutive model even though 
there is no information of input tubes for users. 

In the parameter identification process, the local minimum can 
reduce the accuracy of the results. Figs. 7 and 8 illustrate the fitted curve 
of internal pressure versus the bulge height and pole thickness to the 
experimental data using different strategies. It is shown that the final 
optimized curve using the inverse model with bad initial points i.e. far 
from the optimum has a great gap to the measured bulge height and pole 
thickness because the application of gradient-based algorithm makes the 
iteration process locally convergent. The hybrid strategy and inverse 
model with good starting points can lead to a good match with the 
experimental result. 

For a more accurate quantitative analysis, the concept of the average 
error is introduced to evaluate the discrepancy between the simulation 
and experiment, which can be written as ψ = (Dexp − Dsim)∕Dexp where 
Dexp and Dsim are the experimental and calculated results, respectively. 
The predicted tube bulge profile from FE models using identified ma-
terial parameters is compared with experimental data, which is plotted 
in Fig. 9. It can be observed that the simulated curve by the hybrid model 
has a good agreement with the measured data. The smallest average 
deviation 0.17% among 0.93%, 0.18%, 0.71% from the analytical model 
and inverse model with good and bad points also proves the point that 
the hybrid model seems to be the most accurate method in parameter 
identification problem. The biggest fitting error is generated by the 
analytical model because the mechanical and geometrical assumptions 
are made in the theoretical analysis. 

Table 3 illustrates the comparison of CPU time using the hybrid 
strategy and inverse model. The initial set 5 are considered as an 
example, where the final material coefficients converge to the similar 
global optimums. It is possible to conclude that the hybrid strategy is 
more efficient than the single inverse model. 40 FE simulations are 
performed to meet the stopping criteria in the inverse model and the 
hybrid framework only take 32 FE model evaluations. Indeed, the total 

Table 1 
The structure of Gauss-Newton algorithm with trust region strategy.  

Step 0: The material parameters from theoretical analysis are given; 

Step 1: If the cost function or its gradient at the current point satisfies the stopping 
criteria then stop; 

Step 2: Calculate the Jacobian matrix and the damping factor μ0 in trust region 
strategy; 

Step 3: Approximately solve the equation (JTJ + μ0I)sk = − g and update the current 
material coefficients; 

Step 4: Generate the new damping factor μ0 and repeat all steps until the optimum 
point is found.  
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CPU time of 20% is reduced because of the application of this proposed 
hybrid strategy, where the analytical model can obtain a better 
searching space for design variables and reduce the iteration times for 
the second stage optimization process. 

4.2. Tube hydraulic test with forced end-condition 

In the hydraulic bulge test for 6060-O aluminium alloy tubes, the 
punch force and internal fluid pressure are exposed on the tubular 

specimens and the total punch axial feeding displacement is 36.00 mm. 
At the end of the experiment, recorded experimental results contain the 
axial displacement versus the filling height and punch force. The shape 
of the tubular sample before and after deformation is shown in Fig. 10. 
Based on the experimental data, material parameters in defined power 
hardening laws are identified using different methods, which are pre-
sented in Table 4. 

From the results, it can be seen that the hybrid model is more robust 
than the separate inverse model. The robustness of different methods 
can be estimated using the quality of the solution and the range of initial 
values. For the inverse model, different optimal solutions are obtained, 
which means that the cost function has several local minimums. 
Furthermore, the identified constitutive parameters from the initial set 
2–7 converge to the similar values when the starting points are the vi-
cinity of the optimum results. However, the identification process falls 
into the trap of local minimums when the initial values are far from the 
optimum solution, which can be seen from the set 1, 8. For the hybrid 
model, a wider range of initial values is used where the strength 

Output
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7. Control system 
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11. Slideway
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Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of experimental setup for tube hydraulic test with fixed end-condition.  
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3. Die

4. Pressure sensor

1

2 3 2 4

56

7 8

5. Pressure intensifier

6. Oil and pump

7. Displacement sensor

8. Tube

Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of experimental setup for tube hydraulic test with 
forced end-condition. 

Fig. 6. Illustration of the initial and deformed 5049-O aluminium tubes in 
hydraulic bulge test with fixed end-condition. 
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coefficient is from 100 to 1000 and hardening exponent is from 0.1 to 
0.9. The identical material parameters are finally determined and this 
improvement can be attributed to the good searching space generated by 
the theoretical analysis in the first stage of the hybrid model. 

The efficiency of different methods can be evaluated using 

calculation time i.e. the number of iterations. The computational cost of 
FE models dominates the total time in each iteration, so it can serve as a 
detailed evaluation criterion. It can be observed in Table 4 and consid-
ering the initial set 7 as an example, 28 evaluations of FE models(f- 
evaluation) are performed in the hybrid model. As a comparison, the 
inverse model needs 48 f-evaluations and converges to the final material 
parameters when the starting points are far from the optimum one. The 
quantitative evaluation of calculation time for these two methods is 
displayed in Table 3, where the hybrid model can save 42% of the 
running time. An iteration history for the objective function and its 
gradient, two design variables is presented in Figs. 11 and 12. It can be 
seen that these two methods can provide a stable parameter identifica-
tion process while the hybrid model needs fewer iterations compared to 

Fig. 7. Comparison of the internal pressure versus bulge height curve deter-
mined by different methods for 5049-O aluminium tubes. 

Fig. 8. Comparison of the internal pressure versus pole thickness curve deter-
mined by different methods for 5049-O aluminium tubes. 

Table 2 
Identified material parameters for 5049-O aluminium tubes based on hydraulic bulge test with fixed end-condition.    

Initial x0  Optimum x*   

set K (MPa) m f (x0) f’ (x0)  K (MPa) m f (x*) f’ (x*) Iteration 

Inverse model 1 100.00 0.10 1.06E+ 2 8.47E+ 2  260.62 0.179 3.79E-1 7.27E+ 0 18  
2 300.00 0.20 1.16E+ 0 4.39E+ 1  380.17 0.311 1.28E-2 9.05E-1 10  
3 350.00 0.25 8.88E-1 3.52E+ 1  382.29 0.313 1.27E-2 6.30E-1 9  
4 400.00 0.30 5.35E-1 2.77E+ 1  380.89 0.312 1.27E-2 5.69E-1 10  
5 500.00 0.25 2.80E+ 0 1.16E+ 1  472.60 0.262 2.47E+ 0 1.66E+ 1 12 

Hybrid model 1 100.00 0.10 1.06E+ 2 8.47E+ 2  383.32 0.313 1.27E-2 6.31E-1 8  
2 300.00 0.20 1.16E+ 0 4.39E+ 1  383.79 0.313 1.30E-2 1.35E+ 0 8  
3 350.00 0.25 8.88E-1 3.52E+ 1  382.63 0.312 1.29E-2 1.15E+ 0 8  
4 400.00 0.30 5.35E-1 2.77E+ 1  381.96 0.311 1.76E-2 4.62E+ 0 8  
5 500.00 0.25 2.80E+ 0 1.16E+ 1  382.09 0.312 1.28E-2 9.35E-1 8  
6 1000.00 0.90 8.35E+ 0 4.74E+ 1  382.46 0.313 1.29E-2 1.08E+ 0 8 

Stable value       382.71 0.312     

Fig. 9. Comparison of the axial position versus bulge shape profile curve 
determined by different methods for 5049-O aluminium tubes. 

Table 3 
Comparison of calculation time using different methods.  

Hydraulic bulge test Forced end-condition Fixed end-condition 

Hybrid 
model 

Inverse 
model 

Hybrid 
model 

Inverse 
model 

Number of CPU’s 16 16 28 28 
Memory(MB) 400 400 400 400 
Number of FE model 

evaluation 
28 48 32 40 

Run time of each FE 
simulation(min) 

14.63 14.63 12.41 12.41 

The total time(h) 6.83 11.70 6.62 8.27  
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the inverse model. However, the computational efficiency of hybrid 
model has no significant improvements compared with the inverse 
model with good initial guesses. 

Fig. 13 illustrates the comparison of the filling height versus axial 
displacement curve between experimental data and simulation results of 
FE models using identified constitutive parameters by different 
methods. It can be seen that the hybrid method leads to a good match 
between the simulated and experimental results as well as the inverse 
model with good initial points. Besides, a great gap can be observed 
when using the single analytical model and inverse model with bad 
initial guesses. On the other hand, the predicted punch force by FE 
models with material coefficients from different methods is compared 
with that recorded in the experiment, which is plotted in Fig. 14. It is 
found that the simulated results using the flow stress curve from the 
hybrid model and inverse model with good initial guesses have a small 
difference and can match the experimental data better than the 
analytical model and inverse model with bad starting points. 

As an accuracy evaluation, the quantitative analysis for the deviation 
of the predicted bulge height and punch compressive force to experi-
ment data are performed using the formula in Section 4.1. The average 
deviation of the filling height is 2.69% generated by the hybrid frame-
work, which is the smallest value among 28.93%, 7.61%, 2.80% ob-
tained by corresponding analytical model, inverse model with bad and 
good initial values. For the mean error of the punch force, the hybrid 

Fig. 10. Illustration of the initial and deformed 6060-O aluminium tubes in 
hydraulic bulge test with forced end-condition. 

Table 4 
Identified material parameters for 6060-O aluminium tubes based on hydraulic bulge test with forced end-condition.    

Initial x0 Optimum x*   

set K (MPa) m f (x0) f’ (x0) K (MPa) m f (x*) f’ (x*) Iteration 

Inverse model 1 100.00 0.10 2.01E-1 9.18E-1 110.17 0.087 1.65E-3 2.39E-5 8  
2 150.00 0.15 4.14E-2 7.71E-2 271.44 0.204 5.69E-4 5.67E-5 9  
3 200.00 0.20 1.09E-2 5.43E-2 269.95 0.207 5.72E-4 7.96E-4 6  
4 250.00 0.25 1.99E-3 2.01E-2 271.73 0.206 5.70E-4 1.08E-4 7  
5 300.00 0.30 9.22E-4 3.36E-3 270.34 0.204 5.72E-4 3.54E-5 7  
6 400.00 0.40 6.12E-3 2.13E-2 271.25 0.202 5.71E-4 8.69E-6 8  
7 400.00 0.15 1.49E-2 2.43E-2 269.08 0.193 5.71E-4 5.13E-5 12  
8 1000.00 0.90 5.06E-2 2.55E-2 190.61 0.616 6.06E-4 8.57E-5 11 

Hybrid model 1 100.00 0.10 2.00E-1 9.18E-1 271.98 0.209 5.70E-4 7.93E-5 7  
2 150.00 0.15 4.15E-2 7.70E-2 271.91 0.207 5.70E-4 1.12E-4 7  
3 200.00 0.20 1.09E-2 5.43E-2 269.92 0.209 5.73E-4 2.83E-5 7  
4 250.00 0.25 1.99E-3 2.01E-2 271.90 0.207 5.69E-4 1.11E-5 7  
5 300.00 0.30 9.22E-4 3.36E-3 270.59 0.201 5.70E-4 1.73E-5 7  
6 400.00 0.40 6.12E-3 2.13E-2 271.70 0.205 5.72E-4 7.15E-5 7  
7 400.00 0.15 1.49E-2 2.43E-2 271.23 0.200 5.70E-4 4.78E-6 7  
8 1000.00 0.90 5.06E-2 2.55E-2 270.94 0.210 5.71E-4 8.47E-5 7 

Stable value      271.27 0.206     

Fig. 12. Iteration history of two design variables using initial set 7.  

Fig. 11. Iteration history of the cost function and its gradient using initial set 7.  
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model and inverse model with good starting points present a better 
fitting with the 0.90% and 1.15% deviation. The other two methods with 
27.33% and 14.72% error have a bad match to the experimental data. 
This quantitative analysis is consistent with observation in Fig. 13 and 
14. 

From these comparisons, it can be seen that the developed hybrid 
strategy can be used to determine material coefficients in constitutive 
models of the tubular metal and presents a more strong robustness and 
accuracy in parameter identification process compared with the other 
two methods. One possible reason is that the simplest theoretical model 
uses the plane strain or stress assumption and the tube profile shape is 
considered as a specific geometrical shape, whose two assumptions 
make it possible to quickly solve the equilibrium equation but reduce the 
accuracy of the solution. The inverse scheme is based on the incremental 
theory, which can obtain more accurate solutions but increase the model 
complexity and the computational cost. At the same time, the intro-
duction of gradient-based algorithms makes it more dependent on the 
initial guesses. 

5. Conclusion 

A novel hybrid framework is developed to identify constitutive pa-
rameters of tubular materials, which combines the theoretical analysis, 
FE simulation and Gauss-Newton optimization algorithm. Hydraulic 
bulge tests with fixed and forced end-condition are carried on for 
annealed 5049 and 6060 aluminum alloy tubes separately to generate an 
experimental database and validate the feasibility and performance of 
the proposed inverse strategy. Material coefficients in Hollomon hard-
ening law are determined using the hybrid scheme, inverse model and 
analytical method based on the experimental data. Through the analysis 
and comparison of obtained results, the following conclusions can be 
drawn: .  

(1) Tube hydraulic bulge test with fixed and forced end-condition is 
suitable for characterization the mechanical properties of seam-
less thin-walled aluminium alloy tubes at different strain ranges. 
Strength coefficient K and hardening exponent m can be deter-
mined by means of three models described in this paper.  

(2) The analytical model can achieve a fast parameter identification 
but the accuracy of the solution is low. Material parameters 
determined by the inverse model are more accurate than the 
theoretical analysis while the inverse model always converges to 
the local minimum and increases the computational cost when 
the initial guesses are far from the optimum points.  

(3) The proposed hybrid strategy takes all advantages of the above 
two models and can obtain the global optimum efficiently, where 
the reasonable searching space around the vicinity of the global 
minimum is generated by an analytical model in the first stage 
then the optimal parameters are quickly determined using the 
trust region algorithm. The computation cost of the hybrid 
method can be saved by 20% compared with classical methods.  

(4) Based on material parameters identified by three methods, the 
predicted bulge height, punch compressive force and pole 
thickness from FE simulations are used to compare with the 
experimental data. The results show that the simulated outputs 
using material parameters obtained by the hybrid scheme have a 
better agreement with the experimental data and the developed 
hybrid framework is more accurate than the other two models. 
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Fig. 14. Comparison of the axial displacement versus punch force curve 
determined by different identification methods for 6060-O aluminium tubes. 

Fig. 13. Comparison of the axial displacement versus T-branch height curve 
determined by different identification methods for 6060-O aluminium tubes. 
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

The chapter covers a summary of published papers. This is followed by a statement
of scientific contributions of this research. Finally some valuable future work is rec-
ommended.

7.1 Summary of papers

After the examination of the proposed research questions and corresponding
hypotheses, three journal papers are produced based on the obtained exper-
imental resource. The research results of these papers are summarized as
below.

Paper I

Research question A proposed in section 3.1.1 has been tested in Paper I. In
this paper, tube bulge tests with fixed-end condition for GB/T 5049-O alu-
minium are carried out on a flexible hydraulic forming press. The bulge
height, pole thickness and bulge shape profile under distinct fluid pressure
levels are collected during the test, see Fig. 7.1. An inverse scheme integrating
FE model with an improved Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is proposed to
identify tubular material parameters through a minimization of the gap be-
tween computed and experimental results. Several sets of starting points are
tested for the developed inverse strategy. Two different analytical models
based on membrane theory and total strain principle are developed to de-
scribe and model the hydraulic bulge process and determine the strain-stress
relationship of tested aluminium alloy. FE simulations of free bulging pro-
cesses are conducted based on determined flow stress curves from distinct
testing methods and models. Predicted pole thickness, bulge shape profile
and bulge height by FE models are compared with measured values and
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results calculated by the inverse strategy present a good agreement with ex-
perimental data.

Figure. 7.1. Hydro-bulged tubular samples at multiple pressure levels.

Paper II

In terms of research question B proposed in section 3.1.1, Paper II examines
the hypothesis to solve this problem. In this paper, T-shape tube hydraulic
bulge tests under axial compressive forces are carried out to identify the me-
chanical properties of EN AW 5049-O and 6060-O aluminium alloys. The
punch displacement, filling height and axial feeding force are collected on-
line during the experiment, see Fig. 7.2. An automatic inverse parameter
identification framework combining FE method and optimization technique
is developed to determine material coefficients by fitting calculated data to
experimental results iteratively. Determined material parameters using the
inverse model are compared to those identified using the analytical model
and uni-axial tension test. The comparison shows that the predicted filling
height and axial compressive force obtained by three types of methods are
different and the smallest gap between calculated and experimental results is
made by the inverse model.

Paper III

To figure out the research question C presented in section 3.1.1, paper III
validate the hypothesis for this research question. A hybrid framework in-
tegrating a theoretical analysis, FE model and gradient-based optimization
algorithm to identify material parameters for thin-walled metal tubes using
obtained experimental data from hydro-bulging tests is developed. In this
strategy, starting points of constitutive parameters are produced quickly us-
ing an analytical model, and then are imported into an inverse model inte-
grating Gauss-Newton algorithm and FE method. The solving of this opti-
mization problem can obtain more accurate material constitutive parameters
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Figure. 7.2. Tubular sample before and after T-shape hydraulic bulge tests.

by decreasing the difference between simulated and experimental data. To
assess its performance, hydraulic bulging tests with fixed and forced end-
conditions for EN AW 6060 and GB/T 5049 aluminium tubes are performed.
Mises yield criterion and Hollomon hardening model are used to describe
the material behavior. Calculated material parameters are utilized to com-
pare to those obtained by a single theoretical analysis or an inverse model.
This comparison shows that the novel hybrid strategy is not sensitive to initial
points and improve the computational efficiency and identify more accurate
materials parameters.

7.2 Contributions

The main focus of this work is to develop an automatic parameter identi-
fication strategy to determine the flow stress data of tubular materials for
hydroforming processes using hydraulic bulge tests. In order to verify the
hypotheses to solve proposed research questions, physical experiments and
modelling work have been performed. The following is a summary of the
major scientific contributions:

• Tensile tests and hydraulic bulge tests with fixed or forced end-conditions
are designed and performed to characterize mechanical properties of
thin-walled metal tubes. Tube hydraulic bulge tests are more suitable
for characterizing mechanical properties of tubular material compared
with the tensile test, and the stress-strain data in a larger strain range
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can be obtained in the bulge test under axial compressive forces.

• The novel inverse model combining FE models and gradient-based al-
gorithms, total strain model and energy method are developed as three
different parameter identification strategies to post-processing experi-
mental resources from hydraulic bulge tests of tubular samples with
different shapes. Analytical models, i.e., total strain model and energy
method, are simple and efficient methods while the inverse model can
determine more accurate material parameters.

• A more advanced hybrid strategy integrating analytical methods with
inverse modelling techniques is developed, which combines the advan-
tages of the above approaches and can find the global optimum effi-
ciently. This generalized hybrid scheme has successfully handled all
types of tube hydraulic bulge tests and has the potential to be extended
more complex materials testing experiments.

7.3 Future work

Based on the analysis of the state of the art and experience of actual experi-
ments and modelling work, the following research can be considered in the
future:

Experimental setup A more flexible hydraulic press needs to be designed
and manufactured, which can achieve multiple biaxial stress states, i.e.,
both tension-tension and tension-compression stress states, at the same
time on one machine. In addition, the value of the applied axial feeding
force can be controlled online accurately, which means that this machine
can provide more rich and accurate the stress-strain data with different
stress ratios Moreover, two stress states can be switched at any time
during the test and deformation behavior of tubular materials under
complex strain paths can be described.

Constitutive modelling For tube hydraulic bulge tests under monotonic load-
ing conditions, the associated flow law based on simple yield criteria
and the isotropic hardening model can be used to describe material
characteristics. For tubular materials tests under complex strain paths,
traditional associated plastic constitutive relationship can not meets the
accuracy requirements in the simulation of advanced metal forming
processes and a novel non-associated flow rule based on an anisotropic
yield criterion and kinematic hardening model should be established to
subject the loading conditions.
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Optimization strategy The proposed hybrid strategy can avoid local mini-
mum points and converge to the global optimum solution efficiently
in the parameter identification process, but the tedious calculation of
FE models is still time-consuming and increase the total computational
cost. A meta-model generated by the response surface method can be
constructed to replace the original and expensive FE model. The sim-
plified meta-model is simple to calculate and significantly reduce the
total run time. Furthermore, it will make online control of metal form-
ing processes possible when the accuracy of the generated meta-model
is good enough.
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Appendix A: Gradient-based
optimization algorithms for
nonlinear least squares
problems

General overview

Various optimization methods have been developed to solve the nonlinear
least squares problems in the relevant mathematical literature, in which four
classical algorithms are coded using Python programming language in this
chapter. In order to measure their reliability and efficiency, a relatively large
set of testing functions have been defined. The final numerical experiments
results show the characteristics of these four algorithms in solving different
problems, which further provides computational experiences for the algo-
rithm selection in solving practical engineering problems.

Gradient-based optimization algorithms

The process optimization and parameter identification in the field of metal
forming can be treated as mathematical programming problems, in which
the objective function always is reformulated as the form of nonlinear least
squares and can be written as the following [144]:

f(x) =
1
2

rT(x)r(x) =
1
2

m

∑
i=1

r2
i (x) (A.1)

where x = [x1, x2, ..., xn]T represent a design variable in the n-dimensional
space. r(x) = [r1(x), r2(x), ..., rm(x)]T is the residual function from Rm to Rn
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and ri is the ith component from the residual vector function. The first partial
derivative of the residual function can be defined as:

J(x) =




∂r1

∂x1

∂r1

∂x2
· · · ∂r1

∂xn
∂r2

∂x1
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∂xn
...

...
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...

∂rm
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(A.2)

Therefore, the gradient and Hessian of the objective function can be written
as:

g(x) =
m

∑
i=1

ri(x)Ori(x) = JT(x)r(x) (A.3)

G(x) = JT(x)J(x) + S(x) (A.4)

S(x) =
m

∑
i=1

ri(x)O2ri(x) (A.5)

According to two-term Taylor’s expansion, the quadratic model of f(x) around
the neighbour of xk can be expressed as:

mk(x) =
1
2

rT(xk)r(xk) + (JT(xk)r(xk))
T(x− xk)

+
1
2
(x− xk)

T(JT(xk)J(xk) + S(xk))(x− xk)

(A.6)

Therefore, the derived formula to solve Eq. (A.1) based on Newton-Raphson
method can be written as:

xk+1 = xk − (JT(xk)J(xk) + S(xk))
−1J(x)r(x) (A.7)

Eq. (A.6) is approximated to the objective function and the nonlinear least
squares problems can be solved when the Hessian matrix is calculated ana-
lytically or numerically. The second order term S(x) in the Hessian matrix
is key problem because Jacobian matrix is relatively convenient or inexpen-
sive to obtain. More efforts is made to explore possibilities to neglect or ap-
proximate the second derivative of the residual function according to distinct
properties, i.e. zero, small and large residual, of nonlinear least squares prob-
lems. Four commonly used gradient-based methods will be demonstrated in
this chapter, i.e. Gauss-Newton [154], Levenberg-Marquardt [155], modified
Levenberg-Marquardt [156], adaptive Quasi-Newton algorithms [157].
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Gauss-Newton algorithm

Gauss-Newton(GN) algorithm is the simplest method, i.e. the Newton-Raphson
method with line search strategy, for minimizing the objective function with
the form of nonlinear least squares. It has been proved that this method gets
quadratic convergence when solving zero and small residual least squares
problems. In this method, the second order term S(x) is neglected and Hes-
sian matrix is replaced by the first order term. Thus, Eq.( A.7) can be rewrit-
ten as below:

xk+1 = xk − (JT(xk)J(xk))
−1J(x)r(x) (A.8)

It can be observed that GN method only needs to calculate the first order
derivative of the residual function but it is not convergent if S(xk) is relatively
large to JT(xk)J(xk). Another weakness of GN method is that the Jacobian
matrix J has to be full rank at all iterations.

Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm

Levenberg-Marquardt(LM) algorithm [158, 159] is proposed to avoid one of
disadvantages of GN method where the step size is not a descent direction
when Jacobian matrix J(x) is rank-deficient. It can also be seen as a com-
bination of GN method with the trust region strategy, in which a damping
parameter µ is introduced to approximate the second order term S(x). The
value of damping parameter is greater than zero and this ensures the Hessian
matrix is positive definite in every iteration. Hence, Eq.( A.7) in LM method
can be expressed as:

xk+1 = xk − (JT(xk)J(xk) + µI)−1J(x)r(x) (A.9)

where I is the identity matrix. It can be observed that LM method takes all
advantages of GN and steepest descent algorithm. When the value of µ is
relatively large, LM method switch to steepest descent method. It will be
good when initial points are far from the solution. If µ is small, the step size
is closer to GN step and this method presents quadratic convergence when
the iterated points is around the neighbor of the optimum. The initial choice
is suggested by this following strategy [160],

µ0 = τ ·max{JT(x0)JT(x0)} (A.10)

where x0 is the initial guess for design variables and τ is chosen by users
from the range [10−6, 1]. During the iteration, the update of µ is controlled
by a gain ratio ρ ,

ρ =
f(xk)− f(xk + hk)

mk(0)−mk(hk)
(A.11)
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in which hk is the current searching step. Hence, the updating strategy of the
damping parameter µ can be expressed as:

if ρ > 0

µ = µ · {1/3, 1− (2ρ− 1)3}; v = 2

else

µ = µ · v; v = 2v

(A.12)

where the value of v is generally set as 2.0. When ρ is greater than zero, the
current mk is a good approximation to the objective function and µ can be
decreased such that the next step is GN step with the quadratic convergence.
If the value of ρ is negative, the mk is a poor approximation to f(xk) and the
step length should be reduced by increasing the value of µ.

Modified Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm

The poorly scaled issue may appear in solving nonlinear least squares prob-
lems, primarily due to a substantial numerical gap of the magnitude of design
variables. This situation will lead to numerical convergence difficulties or
inaccurate solutions. Modified Levenberg-Marquardt(m-LM) has been sug-
gested to address this issue [156]. In this method, a scaling diagonal matrix
is taken into account to reduce the effects of poorly scaling. This matrix
can collect some information related to the size of each component in design
variable vectors and enable the algorithm invariant with scaling. It can be
updated from iteration to iteration as below:

Dk = diag(dk
1, ..., dk

m)

d0
i = ‖∂ir(x0)‖

dk
i = max(dk−1

i , ‖∂ir(xk)‖), k ≥ 1

(A.13)

where Dk is the scaling matrix with positive entries. Based on Eq. (A.7), the
step in m-LM method can be defined as:

xk+1 = xk − (JT(xk)J(xk) + µDT(xk)D(xk))
−1J(x)r(x) (A.14)

This m-LM step formula is analogous with Eq. (A.9) except for the second
order term in Hessian matrix. Therefore, the damping parameter µ can be
updated using the same strategy.

Adaptive Quasi-Newton algorithm

GN and LM methods present the slow linear convergence rate when the
residual function r(x) is highly nonlinear or handling large residual prob-
lems. Quasi-Newton(QN) algorithm provides another possibility to obtain
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superlinear convergence rate for these cases because it takes into account the
secant approximation of the second order term in Hessian matrix. Dennis et
al. [157] combine this QN method and trust region strategy to improve its
performance further. Hence, Eq. (A.7) in QN method can be rewritten as:

xk+1 = xk − (JT(xk)J(xk) + Bk + µI)−1J(x)r(x) (A.15)

where Bk presents the kth approximation of the second order term in Hessian
matrix and can be updated by the following formula:

Bk+1 = Bk +
(yk − Bkhk)vT

k + vT
k (yk − Bkhk)

T

hT
k vk

− hT
k (yk − Bkhk)

(hT
k vk)2

vkvT
k

(A.16)

in which

hk = xk+1 − xk

yk = JT
k+1rk+1 − JT

k rk+1

vk = JT
k+1rk+1 − JT

k rk

(A.17)

It should be noted that zero matrix is applied to B0, which means NQ step
is equivalent with LM method at first iteration. Moreover, in order to reduce
the effects of Bk when the optimization approaching a zero residual solution,
the sizing factor λk is multiplied Bk before its update, where

λk = min{ hT
k yk

hT
k BT

k hk
, 1} (A.18)

The introduction of λk ultimately improves the efficiency of the algorithm
and the accuracy of the optimum solution.

Stopping criteria

The four different methods shown above are the core part in the algorithm
and can be used to determine the appropriate step size. In addition, the
stopping criteria also plays an important role to terminate the iteration pro-
cess. Firstly, the gradient of the cost function f(x) should be equal zero when
reaching the global minimizer and the following criterion is satisfied,

‖g(xk)‖ ≤ ε1 (A.19)

Secondly, the iteration process will be terminated when the change of design
vectors is relatively small,

‖xk+1 − xk‖ ≤ ε2(‖xk‖+ ε2) (A.20)
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in which ε1 and ε2 are small positive real number. Finally, a safeguard value
kmax must be set by the users in any algorithm,

k ≤ kmax (A.21)

The introduction of kmax can avoid an infinite iteration loop when the first
two criteria do not come into effect.

Based on the computing formula of step length and stopping criteria, the
overall algorithm is implemented below.

Algorithm 1: Methods for nonlinear least squares problems

Input: Starting point x0;
Damping parameter τ and v;
Termination value ε1 and ε2;
Safeguard value kmax

Output: Optimum point x∗
Initialize k = 0, x = x0;

µ0 = τ ·max{JT(x)JT(x)};
stop = (g ≤ ε1);

while (not stop) and (k ≤ kmax) do
k = k + 1;
Solve (JTJ + S)h = −g {Appropriate formula is selected from
Eqs.( A.8),( A.9),( A.14) and ( A.15)};

if h ≤ ε2(‖x‖+ ε2) then
Stop;

else
xnew = x + h;
ρ = (f(xk)− f(xk + hk))/(mk(0)−mk(hk));
if ρ ≥ 0 then

x = xnew;
µ = µ · {1/3, 1− (2ρ− 1)3} v = 2;
Update gradient and Hessian matrix;

else
µ = µ · v ;
v = 2v;
end

end
end
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Table 1. Numerical results for GN method

No. m n ε1 ε2 kmax Itr. Stop
1 2 2 1E-10 1E-14 5000 3 1
2 2 2 1E-8 1E-10 5000 16 1
3 2 2 1E-10 1E-12 5000 13 1
4 20 4 1E-6 1E-8 5000 Failed -
5 33 5 1E-10 1E-10 5000 Failed -
6 6 4 1E-6 1E-6 5000 Failed -
7 3 3 1E-6 1E-8 5000 Failed -
8 15 3 1E-6 1E-8 5000 Failed -
9 3 3 1E-8 1E-12 5000 Failed -

10 16 3 1E-8 1E-12 5000 Failed -

Results from numerical experiments

All benchmark problems for testing the above four algorithms are recom-
mended by Moré et al. [161] and Endelt et al. [133]. Both standard and ran-
dom starting points are generated to measure the robustness and efficiency.
The selected testing functions are listed below:

1. Rosenbrock function

2. Freudenstein and Roth function

3. Powell badly scaled function

4. Brown and Dennis function

5. Osborne 1 function

6. Wood function

7. Box 3-dimensional function

8. Bard function

9. Helical valley function

10. Meyer function

Numerical results have been collected in four tables for different algo-
rithms, i.e. GN, LM, mLM and QN methods. From the results, it can be
observed that classical GN method presents the fewer iteration times and
quicker convergence rate when solving simple and linear cost functions, such
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Table 2. Numerical results for LM method

No. m n ε1 ε2 τ Itr. Stop
1 2 2 1E-10 1E-14 1E-6 22 1
2 2 2 1E-8 1E-10 1E-1 22 2
3 2 2 1E-10 1E-12 1E-15 70 1
4 20 4 1E-6 1E-8 1E-2 21 2
5 33 5 1E-10 1E-10 1E-4 161 2
6 6 4 1E-6 1E-6 1E-9 3739 2
7 3 3 1E-6 1E-8 1E-1 1709 1
8 15 3 1E-6 1E-8 1E-9 58 1
9 3 3 1E-8 1E-12 1E-6 331 1
10 16 3 1E-8 1E-12 1E-6 4995 2

Table 3. Numerical results for mLM method

No. m n ε1 ε2 τ Itr. Stop
1 2 2 1E-10 1E-14 1E-6 18 1
2 2 2 1E-8 1E-10 1E-1 20 1
3 2 2 1E-10 1E-12 1E-15 68 1
4 20 4 1E-6 1E-8 1E-2 5000 3
5 33 5 1E-10 1E-10 1E-4 118 2
6 6 4 1E-6 1E-6 1E-9 5000 3
7 3 3 1E-6 1E-8 1E-1 5000 3
8 15 3 1E-6 1E-8 1E-9 7 2
9 3 3 1E-8 1E-12 1E-6 2569 2
10 16 3 1E-8 1E-12 1E-6 3446 2

Table 4. Numerical results for QN method

No. m n ε1 ε2 τ Itr. Stop
1 2 2 1E-10 1E-14 1E-3 49 1
2 2 2 1E-8 1E-10 1E-6 33 2
3 2 2 1E-10 1E-12 1E-1 179 1
4 20 4 1E-6 1E-8 1E-2 40 2
5 33 5 1E-10 1E-10 1E-4 380 2
6 6 4 1E-6 1E-6 1E-9 3768 3
7 3 3 1E-6 1E-8 1E-1 3173 1
8 15 3 1E-6 1E-8 1E-9 44 2
9 3 3 1E-8 1E-12 1E-6 31 2

10 16 3 1E-8 1E-12 1E-6 5000 3
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function number 1, 2 and 3 compared to other methods. However, it encoun-
ters the numerical issue where the Jacobian matrix is rank-deficient when
solving nonlinear objective functions 4− 10.

From the perspective of robustness, LM method is proven to have the
best performance because it solves almost all test functions, although some-
times more iterations are required. It should be noted that mLM algorithm
requires fewer number of iteration for poorly scaled problems compared to
classical LM algorithm and functions number 5, 8 and 10 demonstrate this
point. QN method performs better when solving large residual problems or
highly nonlinear cost function, such as problems number 4 and 9.

Summary

Four classical methods for nonlinear least squares problems have been re-
viewed and tested by a relatively large set of function libraries. From the
practice of numerical experiments, the following conclusions can be drawn.
Firstly, simple GN method is recommended for zero residual problems and
the cost function is close to linear. Secondly, On large residual problems
with highly nonlinear function, QN method needs fewer iteration times. Fi-
nally, LM-type algorithms presents strong robustness and and inexpensive
computing cost and is recommended for general small residual problems.
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Appendix B: Automatic
optimization framework
implemented in Python

The Automatic Optimization Framework(AUTOPT) is implemented by Python
programming language, which can run any operating system such as Win-
dows, Linux, Unix and macOS without further codes modification and com-
pilation. Python supports multiple programming paradigms and procedural
programming is used in this framework. It should be noted that all codes are
based on the Python 3.0 which is not completely backward compatible with
Python 2.0.

LS-DYNA, LS-Reader and gradient-based optimization algorithm are the
main components of this framework, where LS-DYNA is a general-purse FE
software capable of modelling and solving metal forming processes. LS-
Reader is designed as a special Python package for reading and extracting
the binary data from LS-DYNA. Gradient-based optimization tool provides
the interface and environment to specify the input design parameters and
post-processing the simulated data from LS-Reader.

The first step of this framework is to define the initial values for FE sim-
ulation and optimization, and the detailed codes are shown in Fig. B.1. Key
process parameters and simulation time in FE simulation, damping param-
eters, weighted factors, and stopping criteria for optimization tools can be
specified in this part. The collected experimental data is further read and
handled in a unified format.

In the second step of this coded framework, the built FE model for metal
forming processes is called to obtain the prediction results. Then LS-Reader
converts the acquired binary data into decimal data and the objective function
is formulated using the sum of least square error between computed and
experimental data. The corresponding code is shown in Fig. B.2.

At the final and core part of this framework, the optimization tool is
launched to calculate the Jacobian and Hessian matrix of the cost function
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Figure. B.1. The first part in the automatic optimization framework coded by Python.

Figure. B.2. The second part in the automatic optimization framework coded by Python.
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based on the finite difference approximation. New design parameters can
be obtained using GN or LM algorithm and then stopping criteria evaluate
whether the iteration process will be terminated. The Python code is sum-
marized in Fig. B.3.

Figure. B.3. The final part in the automatic optimization framework coded by Python.

At Materials Processing Group in Aalborg University, a remote computer
cluster running Ubuntu 14.04 LTS operating system is deployed to handle all
FE simulations and numerical optimization subroutines used in this research.
As shown in Fig. B.4, this cluster consists of five nodes and each node is
configured with two CPUs of Intel Xeon E5-2697V3 and 251G memory. Its
deployment also provides a reliable and efficient hardware foundation for
the scientific computing power required in this thesis.
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Figure. B.4. The computer cluster deployed at Materials Processing Group in Aalborg University.
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Appendix C: Preform
optimization in a two-stage
sheet hydroforming

General overview

A two-stage hydroforming process has been designed to form a cylindri-
cal cup having small radii. In this process, the intermediate preform shape
formed at the first stage has a great influence on the forming quality of fi-
nal parts at the second stage. The developed framework based on gradient
descent strategy and FE modelling is extended to determine the optimum
preform shape and geometry, in which parametric modeling technique will
be used to model the preform geometry with a simple mathematical formula
of two design variables, and it is embedded in the FE solver LS-DYNA to
make the optimization automatic totally. Finally, the numerical experiment
of this two-stage hydroforming validates its feasibility and performance.

Process principle and modelling

The two-stage hydroforming process is combined hydromechanical deep draw-
ing with hydraulic stretch forming process. In the first stage, a hydromechan-
ical deep drawing is used to form a three-dimensional preform with a speci-
fied bulge and this stage is divided into four steps as shown in Fig. C.1. The
preform presents some features with large punch corner radius and specified
shaped bulge at cup bottom which gathers materials for the second-stage
forming.

Four steps are illustrated in Fig. C.1, a: filling the counter pressure pot and
inserting the blank; b: closing the upper binders and loading the blank holder
force; c: start the hydromechanical deep drawing with the punch force, the
blank holder force and the counter pressure; d: when punch reaching the
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Figure. C.1. The first stage in two-stage hydroforming process
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bottom, calibrating the workpiece by forming against the shaped punch with
high counter pressure. This is four steps in first step of two-stage hydroform-
ing process for parts having small radii.

In the second stage, the corner radius of three-dimensional preform is
decreased further by the hydraulic stretch forming. As shown in Fig. C.2, this
stage follows the next steps. a: put the preformed blank on the right place;
b: close the upper binder, champ the preform tightly, and fill the counter
pressure pot; c: form the small corner radii under hydraulic stretch forming
with counter fluids pressure and blank holder force; d: calibrate and reduce
the small radius further at workpiece corner by forming against the female
die with high counter pressure.

Figure. C.2. The second stage in two-stage hydroforming process

(a) (b)

Figure. C.3. FE model of two-stage hydroforming process: (a) first stage, and (b) second stage.

The simulation of the two-stage process was performed using the FE
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software LS-DYNA, and a quarter of the model is shown in Fig. C.3. The
punch, die, and blank holder were set to rigid materials, and the elasto-
plastic material with isotropic hardening model was used to define the flow
chararteristics of blank. Materials behavior follows the Hollomon plastic flow
strain hardening relation. Shell elements (Belytschko-Tsay) with five through-
thickness integration points were utilized in the mesh of the workpiece. Fric-
tion between the blank and tools were modeled using the Coulomb friction
law, and a friction coefficient(0.1) was set at the contacting interfaces. The pot
pressure was set as a compressive stress along the normal direction applied
on the blank and obeys a load mask curve which was defined using different
loading path. The mesh size for the blank was chosen such that six elements
at least lie on the corner radius region.

Preform design and analysis

Two kinds of shaped preforms have been designed, and the first stage hy-
dromechanical deep drawing is used to form them. The preform cross sec-
tions are shown in Fig. C.4.

(a) (b)

(c)
(d)

Figure. C.4. Schematic diagram of preform shape in the first stage: (a)cross section of flat
preform, (b) 3D diagram of flat preform, (c) cross section of convex preform, and (d) 3D diagram
of convex preform.

For the flat preform, in the forming of small radius, the blank region
around the small radius has contacted with the die as shown in Fig. C.5,
which causes high friction between the part and the die, and ultimately lead-
ing to the severely thinning of parts. However, when using convex three-
dimensional preforms, the forming mechanism at small radius region will be
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changed. It can not only reduce the pressure of hydraulic stretch forming,
but also reduce the excessive thinning of radius corners. The reason why
the preform enable hydraulic loads be much less can be described by a force
analysis. As shown in Fig. C.6, the area 1 of preform will be flattened under
internal high pressure, which generates an additional push force to move the
metal towards the rounded corners. In this way, the fluids pressure is less
than that required for the pure bulging and the thrust force is closely related
to the bulge height, friction coefficient, and fluids pressure.

Figure. C.5. Force diagram when forming small radii with flat preform.

Figure. C.6. Force diagram when forming small radii with convex preform.

Moreover, the convex preform can make the plastic deformation more
uniform at corner radius region and the reason behind it can be explained
by metal flow rules. As demonstrated in Fig. C.6, preforms make the metal
materials at region 1 and 2, 3 contact die almost simultaneously. In this way,
it can reduce the friction force between cup bottom and die, and the material
flow to the corner radius easily. Furthermore, plasticity deformation is evenly
distributed in these two regions and avoid the deformation concentration
at radius corner. Therefore, this method make the thickness distribution of
components more uniform and avoids excessive thinning or fracture of radii.
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Preform automatic optimization

The key research question aims to find the suitable preform shape. The de-
veloped framework combing the FE model and optimization techniques has
been extend to determine the optimum three-dimensional preform geometry
in this two-stage hydroforming process. Its objective is to improve the part
thickness profile and avoid the risk of wrinkles.

Design variables

Parametric modeling of three-dimensional preforms requires a complex math-
ematical expression. To simplify the problem, its cross section can be used to
generate a three-dimensional preform by rotation owing to the asymmetric.
The cross section of preforms are shown in Fig. C.7 where the bulge shape
can be expressed by two parameters r1 and r2, so the design variable can be
expressed as r = [r1, r2]

T .

Figure. C.7. Parametric modelling of convex preform.

Objective function

Generally, fracture always appear at the punch corner of a component having
small radius, because there is a severe thinning at this region. In order to
characterize the forming quality of a part, the thinning ratio ϕi of an ith
element can be defined as,

ϕi =
ti − t0

t0
(C.1)

where t0 is initial shell thickness and ti is the shell thickness of the ith element
after plastic deformation. Therefore, the forming quality of an entire compo-
nent can be represented by a set of thinning rates of specified elements on
this part, as shown in Fig. C.8. However, the preform has different effects on
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the different regions of a component, so the weight factor should be assigned
to thinning rate of each different region. The objective function is sums of
thinning ratio squares for selected elements and can be given below,

f =
m

∑
i=1

(ωi ϕi)
2 (C.2)

where ωi is the weight factor of the ith element, and m is the number of
elements selected on the part.

Figure. C.8. The specified elements marked by dashed line.

Results and discussion

There are two types of preform shapes with a flat and convex bulge, in which
the preform with a flat bottom can be taken as a comparison. Firstly, the two-
stage hydroforming process is simulated using these two preforms, and the
simulation results are shown in Fig. C.9. It can be seen that the most serious
thinning occurs in the part bottom area where connection to the punch corner
radius region, because the material is stretched to the radius corner when
forming the small radius. The thinning rate at this area with convex preform
is more serious than that with flat preform, which means that convex shape
do not reduce the thinning rate at punch corner radius, even leads to more
serious thinning. Therefore, it is necessary to optimize the preform geometry
and shape.

The initial point r = [80.00, 20.00]T and the bugle shape is convex. After 14
times optimization, the preform geometry has been changed dramatically to
r = [60.97, 4.77]T . Fig. C.10 shows that the iteration process for the objective
function. The cost function decrease dramatically to 4.71 from initial 8.22,
which means there is an improvement for the thinning rate at the cup bottom.

The thickness distribution of the cup with initial and optimum preform
is demonstrated in Fig. C.11. It can be observed that the thinning rate at
the punch corner region is improved enormously reducing to 24% from 33%.
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(a)

(b)

Figure. C.9. Thickness distribution using: (a)flat preform, and (b)convex preform.

Figure. C.10. Iteration history of the objective function.
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However, a disadvantage of the preform is that the thickness nonuniformity
become more serious at the cup bottom. One reason for this is that the re-
gion adjacent to the sharp corner accumulate more materials from bulge,
especially at the center of the bulge, so it leads to the extreme thinning of this
region.

Figure. C.11. Comparison of thickness distribution using flat, initial and optimized preforms.

Summary

The developed framework has been extended to determine the optimal pre-
form in a two-stage hydrofroming process. The following conclusions are
drawn:

1) The two-stage hydroforming process has the capability of forming the
blank into complex shaped parts with sharp radii.

2) The height and bulge cross section of the preform can change the part
thickness distribution, and not all preforms will improve thinning rate of the
part. It depends heavily on the geometry and shape of the preform.

3) The proposed framework can determine the optimum intermediate pre-
form in a multi-stage metal forming processes. Optimum convex preform can
reduce thinning at the punch corner radius and increase the nonuniformity
of thickness distribution at the part bottom.
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